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Abstract
We provide a universal characterization of the construction taking a scheme X to its stable
∞-category Mot(X) of noncommutative motives, patterned after the universal characteriza-
tion of algebraic K-theory due to Blumberg–Gepner–Tabuada. As a consequence, we obtain
a corepresentability theorem for secondary K-theory. We envision this as a fundamental tool
for the construction of trace maps from secondary K-theory.
Towards these main goals, we introduce a preliminary formalism of “stable (∞, 2)-categories”;
notable examples of these include (quasicoherent or constructible) sheaves of stable∞-categories.
We also develop the rudiments of a theory of presentable enriched ∞-categories – and in par-
ticular, a theory of presentable (∞, n)-categories – which may be of intependent interest.
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Secondary algebraic K-theory is an algebro-geometric analogue of elliptic cohomology. It
was introduced by Toën–Vezzosi in [TV09] as a categorification of ordinary (“primary”) algebraic
K-theory: whereas primary K-theory is built from sheaves of vector spaces, secondary K-theory
is built from sheaves of categories.
In this paper, we prove a corepresentability result for secondary K-theory (Theorem C). The
main ingredient is a corepresentability result for noncommutative motives (Theorem B). These
results pave the way for the construction and study of a secondary cyclotomic trace from
secondary K-theory.
Our theorems are supported by a number of foundational results on enriched and higher
categories that we establish herein. Notably, we develop a preliminary theory of presentable
2
enriched∞-categories, which specializes in particular to a theory of presentable (∞, n)-categories.
The remainder of this introductory section is organized as follows.
§0.2: We give some background and motivation for secondary K-theory.
§0.3: We describe our main results.
§0.4: We discuss a number of directions for future research that stem from the present work: the
notion of stability for (∞, 2)-categories (§0.4.1), types of secondary K-theory (§0.4.2), a
secondary S•-construction (§0.4.3), and secondary trace maps (§0.4.4).
§0.5: We survey the foundational results on enriched and higher categories that we establish in
this paper. (This material can be read independently of the material preceding it.)
§0.6: We give a linear overview of the paper.
§0.7: We discuss our notation and conventions.
§0.8: We give acknowledgments.
Henceforth, we take the “implicit ∞ convention”; for instance, we simply use the term “n-
category” to mean an (∞, n)-category. Moreover, we use the term “category” to mean “1-category”
(meaning (∞, 1)-category).
0.2 | Background and motivation
Chromatic homotopy theory is a highly successful framework for organizing cohomological
invariants of spaces. Specifically, it organizes cohomology theories into a hierarchy of increasing
complexity according to their chromatic heights. The canonical examples of cohomology theo-
ries at heights 0, 1, and 2 are respectively rational cohomology, complex K-theory, and elliptic
cohomology.
The first two terms in this hierarchy admit direct analogs in algebraic geometry: étale coho-
mology plays the role of rational cohomology, while algebraic K-theory plays the role of complex
K-theory. This led Toën–Vezzosi to introduce secondary algebraic K-theory as an analog
of elliptic cohomology [TV09]. Their construction was inspired by the correspondence between
chromatic height and categorical dimension that is indicated in the table below.1 Namely, given
a scheme X, whereas its primary algebraic K-theory K(X) is constructed from its 1-category
QC(X) of quasicoherent sheaves of (complexes of) vector spaces, they constructed its secondary
1Although cohomology theories exist at all heights, it is a longstanding open problem to describe them in terms
of cocycles at heights 2 and above [ST04].
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At chromatic ... the prototypical ...cocycles for which ...which are
height cohomology theory is are families of objects of
0 rational cohomology rational numbers the 0-category Q
1 complex K-theory C-vector spaces the 1-category VectC
2 elliptic cohomology [...as-yet unknown...] [...some 2-category...]
algebraic K-theory K(2)(X) from its 2-category QC(2)(X) of quasicoherent sheaves of (small sta-
ble) categories (Example 1.1.4(4)). A fundamental source of such sheaves is schemes over X: a
map Y → X determines the quasicoherent sheaf U 7→ Perf(Y|U ) ∈ ModPerf(U)(St).
We note here that secondary K-theory, categorified sheaf theory, and stable 2-categories (see
Definition 0.3.1 below) connect with a wide range of areas of mathematics in algebraic geometry
and beyond: motivic measures and the K-theory of varieties [BLL04, Cam19, CZ18, Loo02,
Poo02]; secondary traces and higher character theory [BZN13b, CP19, GK08, BZN13a, Bar11];
chromatic redshift [AR12, Rog03, KR97, HW20, BDR04];2 Floer theory and Fukaya categories
[NZ09, Dou05, Bot19, BC18]; and quantum algebra and categorification [Lau12, Maz12, NVY21,
DR18]. Secondary K-theory itself is the topic of much recent work, including [HSS17, HSSS18,
Tab16a, Tab16b, Tab20].
Toën–Vezzosi originally defined secondary K-theory as the primary K-theory of the cate-
gory Perf(2)(X) of fully dualizable quasicoherent sheaves of categories,3 which carries a natural
Waldhausen structure [TV09, Toë11, Toë06]. This was refined by Hoyois–Scherotzke–Sibilla in
[HSS17], who instead studied the K-theory of the stable category Mot(X) := Mot(Perf(2)(X))
of (saturated) noncommutative motives over X (using Definition 2.1.1).4 It is this latter
approach to secondary K-theory that we study here (Definition 3.4.1).
We are motivated by a desire to compute secondary K-theory via trace methods. Specifically,
we envision a secondary cyclotomic trace map
K(2) −→ TC(2)
to secondary topological cyclic homology. As explained in §0.4.4 below, our work provides
a key step towards constructing such a map. Namely, as we explain in §0.3, our Theorem C
is a categorification of the following universal characterization of primary algebraic K-theory
of Blumberg–Gepner–Tabuada (see also [Tab08, CT11, Bar16]), which determines the primary
2Note that there is a canonical map K ◦ K → K(2) from iterated K-theory to secondary K-theory, which is
nontrivial [HSS17, Remark 6.23]. Indeed, it is expected that secondary K-theory is a substantially richer invariant
than iterated K-theory, which is itself already very interesting (e.g. that of a separably closed field is related to the
K-theory of topological K-theory [Sus83, AR02]).
3The category Perf(2)(X) is often denoted Catsat(X) (as its objects are often referred to as “saturated” sheaves
of categories).




by Yoneda, as explained in [BGT13, §10.3].
Theorem 0.2.1 ([BGT13]). Let A,B ∈ St be small stable categories, and let L(A),L(B) ∈ Mot
denote their corresponding (additive) motives.5 Assuming A is compact, there is a canonical
equivalence of spectra
homMot(L(A),L(B)) ≃ K(Funex(A,B)) .
In particular, taking A = 1St = Sp
fin gives a canonical equivalence
homMot(L(1St),L(B)) ≃ K(B) .




from the 1-category of small stable categories.6
0.3 | Main results
In this work, we provide a universal mapping property for secondary K-theory analogous to that
for primary K-theory of Theorem 0.2.1, as we now explain.
The first step is to establish a categorical context for considering sheaves of categories, analo-
gous to the context that the 2-category St of stable categories provides for quasicoherent sheaves.
For this, we introduce the following.
Definition 0.3.1 (Definition 1.1.3 and Lemma 1.1.5). A stable 2-category is a 2-category X
satisfying the following conditions.
(1) X is a stably-enriched 2-category: its hom-categories are stable and its composition bifunc-
tors are biexact.
5Using Definition 2.1.1, we have Mot := Mot((St)ω). Note that [BGT13] states this theorem for idempotent-
complete stable categories, but this restriction is unnecessary (see Theorem A).
6Our choice of notation L is explained in Remark 0.3.4. Note that Theorem 0.2.1 may be interpreted as the
assertion that K-theory categorifies stable homotopy: we have the categorification
ι1St
L
−→ Mot of S
Σ∞+
−−→ Sp ,
and thereafter we have the categorification
ι1St
homMot(L(1St),L(−))








(2) X is semiadditive: it admits finite coproducts and finite products, and these agree.7
Small stable 2-categories assemble into a 3-category St2, which is closed symmetric monoidal. In
particular, for any stable 2-categories X,Y ∈ St2, we have an internal hom Fun2-ex(X,Y) ∈ St2,
the stable 2-category of 2-exact functors.
Namely, whereas quasicoherent sheaves on X assemble into a stable category QC(X), quasicoher-
ent sheaves of categories on X assemble into a stable 2-category QC(2)(X). We list some further
basic examples of stable 2-categories in Example 1.1.4; many more examples arise throughout
the literature, as discussed in §0.2.
Remark 0.3.2. We consider Definition 0.3.1 to be provisional; we discuss possible refinements in
§0.4.1. However, we find it extremely likely that any improved definition of stable 2-categories will
define a full sub-3-category St′2 ⊆ St2 whose inclusion admits a left adjoint, and in this situation
our results apply equally well to St′2.
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Example 0.3.3. The unit object 1St2 ∈ St2 is the full sub-2-category 1St2 ⊂ St on the objects
{(Spfin)⊕n}n∈N.9 More informally, it can be described as follows: its objects are natural numbers;
its hom-object hom
1St2
(m,n) ∈ St is the stable category of n-by-m matrices of finite spectra;
composition is multiplication of matrices; and the symmetric monoidal structure is given on
objects by multiplication of natural numbers.
Primary K-theory interacts closely both with 0-localization sequences (i.e. co/fiber sequences)
within a stable category as well as with 1-localization sequences (i.e. split Verdier sequences)
among stable categories (see Definitions 1.2.1 and 1.2.2). These relationships categorify: sec-
ondary K-theory interacts closely both with 1-localization sequences within a stable 2-category
and with 2-localization sequences among stable 2-categories (see Definition 1.3.1).
Associated to any small stable 2-category X ∈ St2 is its corresponding compactly generated
stable 1-category Mot(X) of motives: by definition, this is the target of the universal functor
ι1X
LX−−→ Mot(X)
to a presentable stable category that carries 1-localization sequences to exact sequences. Our first
main result generalizes Theorem 0.2.1 to apply to arbitrary stable 2-categories.
7In fact, condition (1) implies that finite coproducts are automatically finite products and reversely (Observa-
tion B.2.2).
8More precisely, this left adjoint should be symmetric monoidal and should preserve compact objects.
9This identification follows easily from Lemma 1.1.5.
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Theorem A (Theorem 2.3.1). Fix a stable 2-category X ∈ St2. For any objects A,B ∈ X, there
is a canonical equivalence of spectra
homMot(X)(LX(A),LX(B)) ≃ K(homX(A,B)) .
As an auxiliary notion, we define the (2,1)-ary K-theory of X ∈ St2 to be
K(2,1)(X) := Mot(X)ω ,







Our second main result is a corepresentability theorem for (2,1)-ary K-theory.11 For this, we





to a presentable stable 2-category that carries 2-localization sequences to 1-localization sequences.12
Theorem B (Theorem 3.3.1). Let X,Y ∈ St2 be small stable 2-categories, and assume that X is
compact. There is a canonical equivalence of stable categories
homMot2,1(L2,1(X),L2,1(Y)) ≃ K
(2,1)(Fun2-ex(X,Y)) .
Our corepresentability theorem for secondary K-theory arises by daisy-chaining Theorems A
and B as follows. We define the category Mot2 := Mot(Motω2,1) of 2-motives; by construction,





10Our notation is such that the functor K(n,m) carries stable n-categories to stable m-categories, where we write
K(n) := K(n,0) and K := K(1) for simplicity (and take the convention that a stable 0-category is a spectrum).











this may be equivalently thought of as a corepresentability theorem for motives.
12We are confident that this characterization of Mot2,1 is correct, but we do not prove it (see Remark 3.2.4).
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from the 1-category of compact stable 2-categories.




In particular, taking X = 1St2 gives a canonical equivalence
homMot2(L2(1St2),L2(Y)) ≃ K
(2)(Y) .
Remark 0.3.4. Our choice to denote various morphisms by L stems from the fact that these are
linearization maps, in two senses. Most primitively, given a stable category C ∈ St, (the infinite
loopspace of) its K-theory spectrum receives a canonical map
ι0C
LC−−→ K(C)
from its maximal subgroupoid: the universal Euler characteristic for objects of C. One categorical
dimension higher, given a stable 2-category X ∈ St2, (the underlying category of) its (2,1)-ary
K-theory stable category receives a canonical map
ι1X
LX−−→ K(2,1)(X)
from its maximal sub-1-category, and thereafter (the infinite loopspace of) its secondary K-theory







Of course, the latter maps may also be thought of as assigning universal Euler characteristics to
objects of X. At the same time, the functor LX carries each object of ι1X to a sort of linearization
thereof; for instance, in the case that X = St it carries each object C ∈ St to an object L(C) ∈ Mot
that (by Theorem 0.2.1) records the K-theory of C.13
13Note that in all cases these linearization operations make reference to higher-categorical structure that has
been discarded from the source (e.g. the construction of K(C) makes reference to bifiber (i.e. fiber and cofiber)
sequences in C), in contrast with those indicated in Remark 1.1.7. Indeed, using the notation suggested there, by
adjunction we obtain canonical morphisms
Σ
(∞,0)
+ ι0C −→ K(C) , Σ
(∞,1)
+ ι1X −→ K





of stable n-categories for 0 ≤ n ≤ 2.
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0.4 | Questions and further directions
In this highly speculative subsection, we lay out a number of directions for further research that
our work raises. It is organized as follows.
§0.4.1: We discuss the notion of stability for 2-categories.
§0.4.2: We discuss types of localization sequences and types of secondary K-theory.
§0.4.3: We discuss the possibility of a secondary S•-construction.
§0.4.4: We discuss secondary traces.
We note once and for all that there are a number of obvious connections between these discussions,
which we leave implicit for lack of anything useful to say.
0.4.1 | The notion of stability for 2-categories
Recall from Remark 0.3.2 that we consider our definition of stable 2-categories to be provisional.
We would be interested to see a refined definition,14 which we would hope to have the following
features and consequences.
(1) It closely reflects specific properties of the stable 2-category St of stable categories, par-
ticularly those involving fiber and cofiber sequences. Moreover, the fundamental examples
given in Example 1.1.4 remain examples of stable 2-categories.
(2) It does not refer to an a priori enrichment in St, analogously to how the definition of a
stable category does not refer to an a priori enrichment in Sp.
(3) It does not refer to specific diagram shapes but instead is “coordinate-free”, corresponding
to how a 1-category is stable if and only if it admits finite limits and finite colimits and
moreover these commute [Gro16].
(4) The unit object is closely related to St (recall Example 0.3.3), analogously to how the unit
object of St is the category Spfin of finite spectra.
(5) The Cauchy-complete stable envelope (Definition 1.1.6) of a stably-enriched 2-category (Def-
inition 1.1.1) is its category of (say right-)adjointable modules [AFMGR].15,16
14In [LSW19, §5], Lind–Sati–Westerland give a hypothetical definition of cocomplete stable n-categories as those
objects of Catn(Sp) that admit all Catn−1(Sp)-weighted colimits.
15Here we refer to adjoints in a Morita 3-category, whose objects are stably-enriched 2-categories and whose
morphisms from X to Y are 2-exact functors Xop ⊗ Y → St.
16We expect that a higher-categorical notion of idempotent-completeness should be invoked here [DR18, GJF19].
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0.4.2 | Variants of secondary K-theory
Primary algebraic K-theory has both connective and nonconnective variants, which are char-
acterized in terms of their interactions with different types of localization sequences [BGT13].
Similarly, secondary K-theory admits a host of possible variants, and we would be interested in
seeing a systematic treatment of these. To explain them, we discuss variants of primary K-theory
in §0.4.2.2, after a preliminary discussion of localization sequences in §0.4.2.1; those discussions in-
dicate that the notion of secondary K-theory that we study here is merely the simplest nontrivial
variant. We would also be interested to see these notions related via descent, analogously to how
nonconnective K-theory arises by enforcing (noncommutative) Nisnevich descent on connective
K-theory [Rob15, Theorem 4.4].
0.4.2.1 Localization sequences. As indicated in §0.3, in this paper we study notions of
n-localization sequences – that is, higher-categorical versions of bifiber sequences – for varying n.
Here we discuss possible variants, which are characterized in terms of their degrees of splitness.
We indicate the general patterns, and then explain them in low dimensions.17
• One may speak of an n-localization sequence in a stable (n+1)-category for any n ≥ −1.
We take the convention that a stable 0-category is a spectrum: St0 := Sp.18
• By definition, an n-localization sequence is i-split for some 0 ≤ i ≤ n + 2. This notion
becomes more restrictive as i increases; a 0-split n-localization sequence is an arbitrary
bifiber sequence, an (n+1)-split n-localization sequence is a direct sum decomposition, and
only an n-localization sequence among zero objects is (n+ 2)-split.
• For n ≥ 0 and i ≥ 1, an i-split n-localization sequence has a middle (n − 1)-localization
sequence, which is definitionally (i− 1)-split. Moreover, for any j ≥ i, the former is j-split
iff the latter is (j − 1)-split.
Using this terminology, the n-localization sequences studied in the main body of this paper (for
0 ≤ n ≤ 2) are n-split.
The low-dimensional examples of i-split n-localization sequences are summarized in the table
below, which we explain row by row.
n = −1: One may speak of (−1)-localization sequences among objects of a spectrum, i.e. among
points of its infinite loop space. A 0-split (−1)-localization sequence is an equation b = a+c,
which is 1-split iff all of its terms are zero.
17For simplicity, here we suppress all distinctions between data and conditions.
18Thinking even more negatively, one may define a stable (−1)-category to be a formal difference of finite sets,
i.e. a point in the sphere spectrum: St−1 := S.
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n stable (n + 1)-category (n+ 2)-split (n+ 1)-split n-split (n− 1)-split
−1 spectrum 0 = 0 + 0 b = a+ c
0 stable category 0 ⇄ 0 ⇄ 0 A⇄ A⊕C ⇄ C A→ B → C
1 stable 2-category 0 ⇄ 0 ⇄ 0 A ⇄ A⊕ C ⇄ C A ⇄ B ⇄ C A→ B→ C
n = 0: One may speak of 0-localization sequences among objects of a stable category. A 0-split
0-localization sequence is a bifiber sequence A → B → C, and it is 1-split iff it is split in




has a middle 0-split (−1)-localization sequence idB = iR+ jL in endSp(B).
n = 1: One may speak of 1-localization sequences among objects of a stable 2-category. We discuss
these in the canonical example of the stable 2-category St of small stable categories. A 0-
split 1-localization sequence is a bifiber sequence A →֒ B → C (i.e. a Verdier sequence).19









has a middle 0-split 0-localization sequence iR ε−→ idB
η
−→ jL in endSt(B).
0.4.2.2 Primary K-theories. Following [BGT13], the discussion of §0.4.2.1 (combined with
a healthy dose of “negative thinking”) suggests the consideration of five primary K-theory functors
ι1St→ Sp, constructed as follows. For 0 ≤ i ≤ 4, we write
Mot[i] ⊆ Fun((ι1Stω)op,Sp)
for the full subcategory on those functors that send i-split 1-localization sequences in Stω to
0-localization sequences in Sp.20,21 These assemble into a sequence of Bousfield localizations
Fun((ι1Stω)op,Sp) =: Mot[4] Mot[3] Mot[2] Mot[1] Mot[0]
19In Stidem, the 0-split 1-localization sequences are precisely those sequences that become 1-split 1-localization
sequences in PrL,st upon taking ind-completion.
20So by definition, Mot[1] (resp. Mot[0]) is the category of additive (resp. localizing) motives of [BGT13].
21For diagrammatic reasons, the image of a 1-split (resp. 3-split) 1-localization sequence under a functor in Mot[1]
(resp. in Mot[3]) will be a 1-split (resp. 2-split) 0-localization sequence.
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among presentable stable categories. For any small stable category C ∈ St, applying the operation
hom(−)(1St,C) yields the sequence
Σ∞+ (ι0C) −→ Σ
∞(ι0C) −→ K⊕(C) −→ K(C) −→ K(C)
of K-theory spectra.22
It is worth remarking that for 1 ≤ i ≤ 4, the abelian group π0(homMot[i](1St,C)) is obtained by
splitting the (i − 1)-split 0-localization sequences in C. In particular, generalizing Waldhausen’s
additivity theorem, we find that imposing relations among stable 1-categories corresponds to
enforcing relations among the elements of the corresponding 0th K-groups.
0.4.3 | A secondary S•-construction
Although primary K-theory can be characterized by a universal property, it was of course first in-
troduced via various explicit constructions – the most general being Waldhausen’s S•-construction
[Wal85]. We would be interested seeing an analogous construction of secondary K-theory. Of
course, this may involve additional algebraic structure on a stable 2-category (akin to a Wald-
hausen structure on a 1-category). In view of [DK19, Theorem 7.3.3], it is conceivable that this
would be a 3-Segal space. We also note the possibility that such a construction would apply only
in specific cases; for instance, the subcategory ι1Stdzbl ⊆ ι1Stidem of fully dualizable objects carries
a Waldhausen structure.23 We are optimistic that a secondary S•-construction would relate to an
interpretation of secondary K-theory within the context of Goodwillie calculus, following [Bar16].
0.4.4 | The secondary cyclotomic trace
An essential tool for computing (higher) K-theory is the cyclotomic trace, a natural map
K −→ TC





of the Dennis trace map from K-theory to topological Hochschild homology. By the celebrated
Dundas–Goodwillie–McCarthy (DGM) theorem [DGM13] (see also [Ras18, ES20]), the cyclotomic
22Here, ι0C denotes the maximal subgroupoid of C, and K
⊕, K, and K respectively denote direct-sum, connective,
and nonconnective K-theory.
23The cofibrations are the fully faithful functors, which are stable under cobase change by [HSS17, Lemma 4.18].
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trace is locally constant along nilpotent extensions. Though complicated, TC is far more amenable
to direct analysis than higher K-groups, and as a result the DGM theorem has led to a plethora
of spectacular K-theory computations [HM97b, HM97a, HM03, HM04, AGH09, AGHL14, KR97,
Rog03, BM19].
As indicated in §0.2, a major motivation for the present work is to provide a means of con-
structing a secondary cyclotomic trace map, in order to afford a secondary analog of the DGM
theorem for the purpose of computing secondary K-theory.24 Here we outline a proposed definition
of the target of such a trace map, which we denote by TC(2) and refer to as secondary topo-
logical cyclic homology. Analogously to the primary case, this arises from a secondary Dennis
trace map, whose target we denote by THH(2) and refer to as secondary topological Hochschild








by Yoneda, analogously to how the corresponding primary trace maps can be deduced from
Theorem 0.2.1.25 We describe our proposed definition of TC(2) in §0.4.4.2, after reviewing the
corresponding primary situation in §0.4.4.1.
0.4.4.1 Primary topological cyclic homology. The topological Hochschild homology of a








This carries a cyclotomic structure: to a first approximation, this consists of an action of the
group autfr(S1) ≃ T of framed automorphisms of the circle along with, for each degree-r framed
self-covering map S1 ← S1,26 a corresponding map
THH(C) −→ THH(C)τCr ,
24We are inspired by the theory of covering homology [BCD10, CDD11], although note that it only applies to
commutative (as opposed to E2-)ring spectra.
25The cyclotomic trace was originally constructed by hand, without recourse to a universal property of K-theory.
We do not expect that our proposed secondary cyclotomic trace could be similarly constructed by hand, due to
the proliferation of symmetries that constitute a secondary cyclotomic structure.
26The framings that appear here and below derive from their connection with (higher) category theory: factor-
ization homology is a pairing between n-categories and compact framed n-manifolds [AFR20].
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where (−)τCr denotes the proper Cr-Tate construction. Then, the topological cyclic homology of
C is the invariants of this cyclotomic structure:
TC(C) := THH(C)hCyc .
While cyclotomic spectra were originally defined in terms of genuine T-spectra, we note that they
can also be defined using the formalism of stratified categories [AMGR20, AMGR17c].
Given a perfect stack X, we have an identification
THH(X) := THH(Perf(X)) ≃ O(L (X))
of THH(X) with functions on the free loopspace LX := hom(S1,X) (a derived mapping stack)
[BZFN10]. In these terms, the Dennis trace carries a vector bundle to its trace-of-monodromy
function on loops in X [TV09]. In [AMGR17b], it is explained that the cyclotomic trace arises
from the fact that such functions enjoy subtle relations between their values at a point (S1
γ
−→
X) ∈ LX and at the corresponding point (S1 r−→ S1
γ
−→ X) ∈ LX, for any degree-r framed
self-covering map S1 r−→ S1.27
0.4.4.2 Secondary topological cyclic homology. We propose that the secondary topo-
logical Hochschild homology of a stable 2-category X ∈ St2 should be its (spectrally-enriched)







This should correspondingly carry a secondary cyclotomic structure: to a first approximation,
this should consist of an action of the group autfr(T 2) of framed automorphisms of the torus along
with, for each framed self-covering map T 2 ← T 2, a corresponding map
THH(2)(X) −→ THH(2)(X)τG ,
27For instance, when r = 1 this records the cyclic invariance of traces, and when r = p is prime this records the
fact that the pth power map is a homomorphism mod p (i.e. the existence of the Frobenius).
28At present, enriched factorization homology has only been defined in dimension 1. However, we expect that
THH(2) is equivalent to iterated THH; see Remark 0.4.1.
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where G denotes the deck group of the chosen framed self-covering.29 Then, secondary topo-
logical cyclic homology of X should be the invariants of this secondary cyclotomic structure:
TC(2)(X) := THH(2)(X)hCyc2 .
We note that autfr(T 2) is not (equivalent to) a compact Lie group, and so we do not expect that
secondary cyclotomic spectra can be defined in terms of classical genuine equivariant homotopy
theory [LMSM86]. On the other hand, we expect that they can be defined readily via stratified
categories.
Given a perfect stack X, we expect an equivalence
THH(2)(X) := THH(2)(Perf(2)(X)) ≃ O(L 2X) ,
where Perf(2)(X) ⊆ QC(2)(X) is the sub-2-category of fully dualizable objects. In these terms,
we expect that the secondary Dennis trace map carries a perfect sheaf of stable categories to
its secondary-trace-of-monodromy function on double loops in X. Namely, given a symmetric
monoidal 2-category C, a fully dualizable object C ∈ C, and a pair of commuting endomorphisms










∈ endendC(1C)(1endC(1C)) =: 2endC(1C)










Indeed, secondary traces in C = St are scalars (i.e. endomorphisms of the sphere spectrum).30
Finally, we expect that the secondary cyclotomic trace should arise from analogous relations
enjoyed by secondary trace-of-monodromy functions of perfect sheaves of stable categories.
Remark 0.4.1. We expect that it is straightforward to obtain a secondary Dennis trace map
29Note that framing-preservation is a homotopical condition, not a point-set one. In particular, a subtlety arises
in the 2-dimensional case: whereas it is merely a condition for a self-covering map of S1 to be framing-preserving,
it is additional data for a self-covering map of T 2 to be framing-preserving. Indeed, there exists a noncontractible
space of framing-preservation data on the identity map of T 2. (The group of framed diffeomorphisms of T 2 is
computed in the forthcoming work [How].)
30For instance, in the case that C = (Spfin)⊕n ∈ St, the data of a pair of commuting endomorphisms ϕ,ψ ∈
endSt(C) in the special case that ψ = idC amounts to an n-by-n matrix valued in finite spectra equipped with
endomorphisms, in which case the secondary trace is the iterated trace in the evident sense.
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• Given a symmetric monoidal category V, we write Catn(V) for the 1-category of V-enriched
n-categories, defined inductively by the formula Catn(V) := Cat(Catn−1(V)). Similarly,
given a (laxly) symmetric monoidal functor V F−→ W, we write Cat(V)
Cat(F )
−−−−→ Cat(W) for
the induced functor given by applying F to hom-objects.
• We write Cat(Sp) Env−−→ ι1St for the stable envelope functor.
• The identification K(2) ≃ K ◦ K(2,1) is definitional, while the identification THH(2) ≃ THH ◦
Cat(THH) is an instance of an expected pushforward formula for factorization homology of
enriched n-categories.
• The natural transformation in the upper-left triangle is the Dennis trace, and the natural
transformation in the lower-right triangle is obtained from it by applying Cat(−).






−−−−→ Cat(Sp) Env−−→ ι1St
as a (2, 1)-additive invariant (see Definition 3.2.1).
Namely, we obtain a secondary Dennis trace K(2) → THH(2) as the composite
K(2) ≃ K◦K(2,1) −→ THH◦ i◦Env ◦Cat(THH)◦k ◦ j ∼←− THH◦Cat(THH)◦k ◦ j ≃ THH(2) ◦k ◦ j ,
in which the backwards equivalence follows from the Morita-invariance of THH. We note that
this construction relies crucially on the decomposition T 2 ∼= S1×S1, and thus we only can deduce
16
the equivariance of the secondary Dennis trace for a small subgroup of autfr(T 2) (to say nothing
of framed self-covering maps T 2 ← T 2).
0.5 | Foundational results on enriched and higher categories
Our main results (as described in §0.3) are supported by a number of auxiliary results on enriched
and higher categories, which we hope to be of independent interest. In §A, we study some aspects
of enriched category theory: co/limits and adjunctions, presentability, compact generation, and
semiadditivity. Thereafter, in §B, we connect with (unenriched) higher category theory: primarily,
we perform a consistency check regarding two possible definitions of the 3-category St2 of small
stable 2-categories (see Remark 1.1.2 and Proposition B.2.6), which leads to its closed symmetric
monoidal structure.
We briefly discuss our notion of enriched presentability. Given a presentably symmetric
monoidal category V, we define presentable V-categories in terms of V-enriched category the-
ory (Definition A.3.2). However, we also prove that these can be described in unenriched terms:





between that of presentable V-categories and that of V-modules in ι1PrL (Theorem A.3.8). Taking






of presentable n-categories. Moreover, we prove that for any small 2-category B ∈ Cat2, the
2-categories Fun(B,Cat) and Fun(B,St) are presentable (Propositions A.3.7 and B.1.8).
Remark 0.5.1. In the recent work [Ste20] (which appeared as the present paper was nearing
completion), Stefanich proposes a markedly different notion of “presentable n-category”, which
makes much greater use of set theory: writing nPrL for the (n + 1)-category of his presentable
n-categories, the fundamental example is that (n− 1)PrL ∈ nPrL.31 By contrast, our presentable
n-categories live in the same set-theoretic universe for all n ≥ 0 (and in particular a presentable
(n + 1)-category has an underlying presentable n-category). Indeed, our assignment V 7→ ι1PrLV
assembles as a functor
CAlg(ι1PrL) −→ ι1Ĉat
l.adjt
to the massive category whose objects are huge categories and whose morphisms are left adjoint
31We propose referring to this latter notion as “n-presentability”.
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functors, so that the sequence
S ≃ Cat0 −֒→ ι1Cat −֒→ ι1Cat2 −֒→ · · ·
















This paper is organized as follows.
§1: We discuss stable 2-categories and 1- and 2-localization sequences.
§2: We study motives and additive invariants, and we prove Theorem A.
§3: We study 2- and (2,1)-motives and 2- and (2,1)-additive invariants, and we prove Theorems
B and C.
§A: We study some aspects of enriched category theory.
§B: We perform consistency checks regarding the 2- and 3-categories of stable 1- and 2-categories.
0.7 | Notation and conventions
Our notation and conventions are laid out carefully in §A.1. Although they are largely standard,
here we highlight a few notable points.
• As indicated in §0.1, we take the “implicit ∞” convention (see Convention A.1.1).
• Broadly speaking, notation should be interpreted in the most enriched sense possible (see
Notation A.1.7). For instance, St denotes the 2-category of small stable categories; we write
ι1St to denote its underlying 1-category.
• Although we consider co/limits in enriched and higher categories, we only ever consider
those that are indexed over 1-categories (see Definition A.2.2 and Remark A.2.3).
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1 | Stable 2-categories and localization sequences
In this section, we introduce some of our fundamental objects of study: stable 2-categories (§1.1),
1-localization sequences (§1.2), and 2-localization sequences (§1.3). We provide a number of
examples, and record some basic results that we use in later sections.
1.1 | Stable 2-categories
In this subsection, we introduce stable 2-categories, and we record some basic features of the
3-category St2 of small stable 2-categories (Lemma 1.1.5).
Definition 1.1.1. A stably-enriched 2-category is a 2-category X whose hom-categories are
stable and whose composition bifunctors are biexact. Given stably-enriched 2-categories X and
Y, we write
Fun2-ex(X,Y) ⊆ Fun(X,Y)
for the full sub-2-category those functors that are exact on hom-categories, which we refer to
interchangeably as 2-exact or stably-enriched. We write
Cat(St) ⊆ Cat2
for the 1-full sub-3-category (see Definition A.1.18) on the small stably-enriched 2-categories and
the 2-exact functors among them.
Remark 1.1.2. By Observation B.2.3, there is a canonical equivalence
ι1Cat(St) ≃ Cat(ι1St)
of 1-categories (where that on the left arises from Definition 1.1.1 and that on the right is an
instance of Notation A.1.6). Moreover, by Proposition B.2.6 this is compatible with ι1Cat2-
enrichments, i.e. it upgrades to an equivalence
Cat(St) ≃ Cat(ι1St)ι1Cat2-enr
of 3-categories (where that on the right follows from the self-enrichment of Cat(ι1St) (and makes
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use of Notation A.1.11)).
Definition 1.1.3. A stable 2-category is a semiadditive stably-enriched 2-category.32 In other
words, a stable 2-category is a stably-enriched 2-category that admits finite sums (see Observa-
tion B.2.2). We write
St2 ⊆ Cat(St)
for the full sub-3-category on the small stable 2-categories.
Example 1.1.4.
(1) The motivating example of a stable 2-category is St.
(2) More generally, for any E2-ring spectrum R, the 2-category StR of small stable R-linear
categories is stable.
(3) More generally, for any stably monoidal category A ∈ Alg(ι1St), the 2-category LModA(St)
of left A-modules is stable.




of quasicoherent sheaves of stable categories over X is stable.33
(5) For any 2-category C and any stable 2-category X, the functor 2-category Fun(C,X) is
stable (Observation A.5.18). In particular, constructible sheaves of stable categories over a
stratified space (and in particular, local systems of stable categories over a space) assemble
into a stable 2-category.
Lemma 1.1.5.




(2) The bifunctor Fun2-ex(−,−) defines a self-enrichment of both Cat(St) and St2. Moreover,











32We discuss semiadditivity for enriched categories in §A.5.
33In the case where X is 1-affine (in the sense of [Gai13]), there is an equivalence QC(2)(X) ≃ LModQC(X)(Pr
L,st).
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In particular, the left adjoint Env2 is symmetric monoidal.
(3) The 3-categories Cat(St) and St2 are both compactly-generatedly symmetric monoidal, and
the left adjoint Env2 preserves compact objects.
34
(4) The 3-category St2 is semiadditive.
Proof. All of these claims follow from general assertions proved in the appendices, applied in
the case that V = ι1St: part (1) follows from Proposition A.5.16 and Observation A.5.18 (using
Observation B.1.4);35 part (2) follows from Proposition B.2.6 and Observation A.5.18; part (3)
follows from Observations A.5.18 and A.5.19 (again using Observation B.1.4); and part (4) follows
from Observations B.1.7, A.5.15, B.2.4, and A.5.3.
Definition 1.1.6. The left adjoint Env2 of Lemma 1.1.5(1) is called the stable envelope.36
Remark 1.1.7. For all 0 ≤ n ≤ 2, the forgetful functor Stn → Catn has a left adjoint. We






so that the base case is
Σ(∞,0)+ : Cat0 := S
Σ∞+
−−→ Sp =: St0 .













−−−−−−−−→ Cat(St) Env2−−−→ St2
in which the first functors arises from Observation B.2.4.37 However, we do not use this notation
here: we are proving foundational results that refer directly to the definitions, and so we suspect
that it would be distracting.
34We discuss compactly generated (and compactly-generatedly symmetric monoidal) enriched categories in §A.4.




36It follows from parts (1)-(3) of Lemma 1.1.5 that Env2 defines a morphism in CAlg(ι1Pr
L





37In analogy with Σ
(∞,2)
+ , the functor Σ
(∞,1)











where Env1 denotes the stable envelope functor.
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1.2 | 1-localization sequences
In this subsection, we discuss 1-localization sequences in a stable 2-category. Notably, we prove
the existence of a stable 2-category 1Loc that corepresents 1-localization sequences (Lemma 1.2.8).
Definition 1.2.1. In the interest of uniformity, we may use the term 0-localization sequence
to refer to an exact sequence in a stable category (i.e. a sequence of morphisms equipped with a
nullhomotopy of the composite that is simultaneously a fiber sequence and a cofiber sequence).









such that the following conditions hold.
(1) The morphisms idA
η
−→ Ri and Lj ε−→ idC are equivalences.
(2) The object Li ∈ homX(A,C) is zero (or equivalently the object Rj ∈ homX(C,A) is zero).





resulting from condition (2) is a 0-localization sequence in endX(B).
We refer to the 0-localization sequence iR→ idB → jL as the middle 0-localization sequence
associated to the given 1-localization sequence.
Remark 1.2.3. It is merely a condition for a pair of composable morphisms A i−→ B L−→ C in
a stable 2-category X to extend to a 1-localization sequence. This is in contrast to the case of
0-localization sequences, where one must provide the datum of a nullhomotopy.
Remark 1.2.4. A 1-localization sequence is both a fiber sequence and a cofiber sequence. In
particular, in the case that X = St, one may think of a 1-localization sequence (2) as being




which classifies the bifibration
B
(R,L)
−−−→ A× C .38
38Alternatively, we may recover B as the compact objects in Ind(B), which participates in a recollement from





Observation 1.2.5. The data of a diagram (2) in St define a 1-localization sequence if and only




−→ C and A R←− B
j
←−֓ C are fiber sequences in St. Indeed, in
this case the middle 0-localization sequence follows from the resulting joint conservativity of the
functors A R←− B and B L−→ C.
Remark 1.2.6. Suppose that we are given a diagram (2) in St such that conditions (1) and (2)
of Definition 1.2.2 both hold. Then, condition (3) is equivalent to any of the following conditions.




−→ C is a cofiber sequence.
(3a′) The subcategory j(C) ⊆ B is the right-orthogonal of the subcategory i(A) ⊆ B.
(3b) The sequence A R←− B
j
←−֓ C is a cofiber sequence.
(3b′) The subcategory i(A) ⊆ B is the left-orthogonal of the subcategory j(C) ⊆ B.
In particular, a 1-localization sequence (2) determines and is determined by either the reflective
localization L ⊣ j (because we have A ≃ fib(L) and iR ≃ fib(idB
η
−→ jL)) or the coreflective
localization i ⊣ R (because we have C ≃ fib(R) and jL ≃ cofib(iR ε−→ idB)).
Example 1.2.7.
(1) Let C ∈ St be a small stable category, and let us write 0Loc(C) ⊆ Fun([1] × [1],C) for
the stable category of 0-localization sequences in C. Then, the prototypical example of a








in St (where we have omitted the requisite nullhomotopies for typographical convenience).
(2) Let X be a qcqs scheme. Given a closed-open decomposition Z →֒ X ←֓ U , we obtain a
1-localization sequence
QCZ(X) QC(X) QC(U)⊥ ⊥
among (large) stable categories, where QCZ(X) ⊆ QC(X) denotes the category of quasico-
herent sheaves set-theoretically supported on Z.39
(3) Let R be a ring. There is a 1-localization sequence
D(R) K(R) A(R)⊥ ⊥
39On compact objects, this generally only restricts to a 0-split 1-localization sequence PerfZ(X) →֒ Perf(X) →
Perf(U) in St in the sense of §0.4.2.
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among (large) stable categories: the derived category of R, the category of complexes over
R (a.k.a. the homotopy category of R), and the category of acyclic complexes over R.






among (large) stable categories, where SphCp := Fun(BCp,Sp) denotes the category of ho-
motopy Cp-spectra and SpgCp denotes the category of genuine Cp-spectra.
(5) Given a closed-open decomposition Z →֒ X ←֓ U among qcqs schemes, there is a 1-
localization sequence
SH(U) SH(X) SH(Z)⊥ ⊥
among (large) motivic stable homotopy categories.
Lemma 1.2.8. There is a small stable 2-category 1Loc ∈ St2 that corepresents 1-localization
sequences. Moreover, 1Loc ∈ Stω2 ⊆ St2 is a compact object.











of adjunctions (the former following from Observation B.2.4 and the latter following from Lemma 1.1.5(1)).
We construct the object 1Loc ∈ St2 in steps, which we simply describe in words because the no-
tation would be complicated and unenlightening.
(1) We begin with the object
Adj∨2 ∈ Cat2
that corepresents pairs of composable adjunctions. For simplicity, we use the notation of
(2) when referring to data in Adj∨2.
(2) We invert the 2-morphisms idA
η
−→ Ri and Lj ε−→ idC in Adj∨2 (which are 2-endomorphisms
of A and C, respectively).
(3) We apply Cat(PfinSp).
(4) We invert the 2-morphism Li→ 0 (a 1-morphism in hom(A,C)).
(5) We invert the 2-morphism cofib(iR→ idB)→ jL (a 2-endomorphism of B).
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(6) We apply Env2.
The resulting stable 2-category is the desired object 1Loc, which is compact as a consequence of
the following observations.
(1) Both left adjoints in diagram (3) preserve compact objects.
(2) Inverting a 2-morphism in a 2-category amounts to taking a pushout along the morphism
c2 → c1 (where we write ci ∈ Cat2 for the walking i-cell for all 0 ≤ i ≤ 2), while inverting a 2-
morphism in a stably-enriched 2-category amounts to taking a pushout along the morphism
PfinSp(c2 → c1).
(3) The objects c0, c1, c2,Adj ∈ Cat2 are compact.
Notation 1.2.9. Given a stable 2-category X ∈ St2, we write
1Loc(X) := Fun2-ex(1Loc,X) ∈ St2
for the stable 2-category of 1-localization sequences in X.
Observation 1.2.10. It follows from the construction of 1Loc ∈ St2 that for any stable 2-category
X ∈ St2 we have a full inclusion
1Loc(X) := Fun2-ex(1Loc,X) ⊆ Fun(Adj∨2,X)
among stable 2-categories (using the notation Adj∨2 ∈ Cat2 introduced in the proof of Lemma 1.2.8).
Remark 1.2.11. As a particular consequence of Observation 1.2.10, a 1-morphism in 1Loc(X)
is given by a diagram
A B C















in X that commutes upon omitting all left adjoints and commutes upon omitting all right ad-






′, B′) =: endX(B
′)
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respectively carry the two middle 0-localization sequences
iR −→ idB −→ jL and i′R′ −→ idB′ −→ j
′L′
to the single 0-localization sequence
(GiR −→ G −→ GjL) ≃ (i′FR −→ G −→ j′HL) ≃ (i′R′G −→ G −→ j′L′G) .
Remark 1.2.12. Using the adjoint functor theorem (and the fact that ι1St2 is presentable by




is the space of 1-localization sequences in X. However, this would not enable an explicit description
of the 2-categorical structure of Fun2-ex(1Loc′,X) such as that given in Observation 1.2.10.


















Observation 1.2.14. If X ⊆ Y is the inclusion of a 0-full or 1-full sub-stable-2-category, then
a sequence of adjunctions in X defines a 1-localization sequence if and only if it does so when
considered in Y.
1.3 | 2-localization sequences
In this subsection, we discuss 2-localization sequences among stable 2-categories.









in St2 satisfying the following conditions.
(1) The morphisms idX
η
−→ Ri and Lj ε−→ idZ are equivalences.
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(2) the object Li ∈ homSt2(X,Z) is zero (or equivalently the object Rj ∈ homSt2(Z,X) is zero).





resulting from condition (2) is a 1-localization sequence in endSt2(Y).
We refer to the 1-localization sequence iR→ idY → jL as the middle 1-localization sequence
associated to the given 2-localization sequence.
Remark 1.3.2. As with 1-localization sequences, it is merely a condition for a pair of composable
morphisms X i−→ Y L−→ Z in St2 to extend to a 2-localization sequence.
Remark 1.3.3. A 2-localization sequence (4) determines and is determined by the reflective
localization L ⊣ j satisfying the condition that the unit morphism idY
η
−→ jL admits a fully
faithful right adjoint. In turn, this is equivalent to requiring that for all A,B ∈ Y, the functor
homY(A,B) −→ homY(A, jLB) ≃ homZ(LA,LB)
admits a fully faithful right adjoint.
Example 1.3.4.
(1) Let X ∈ St2 be a small stable 2-category, and let us write 1Loc(X) ⊆ Fun([2],X) for the
stable 2-category of 1-localization sequences in X. Then, the prototypical example of a









in St2 (recall Observation 1.2.10).
(2) Let X be a qcqs scheme. Using [Gai13, Theorem 2.1.1], we can build on Example 1.2.7(2)

















Z (X) := ModQCZ(X)(ι1Pr
L,st) ⊆ ModQC(X)(ι1Pr
L,st) ≃ QC(2)(X)
to be the 2-category of quasicoherent sheaves of stable categories set-theoretically supported
on Z.





−−−→ X× Z .
In particular, using Lemma 1.1.5(4) and the fact that finite coproducts of compact objects are
compact, we see that if X and Z are compact in St2 then so is Y (note Lemma A.4.8).
2 | From motives to K-theory
We begin this section by introducing motives over a stable 2-category in §2.1. We briefly discuss
additive invariants in this context in §2.2, and then proceed to prove Theorem A (that hom-spectra
in categories of motives are K-theory spectra) in §2.3.
2.1 | Motives
In this subsection, we study the construction assigning to each stable 2-category its stable category
of motives. In particular, we show that this assembles as a functor to PrL,stω (Observations 2.1.5
and 2.1.6).
Definition 2.1.1. Let X ∈ St2 be a small stable 2-category. We define the category of (noncommutative)
motives over X to be the full subcategory
Mot(X) ⊆ Fun(ι1Xop,Sp)
on the functors that preserve zero objects and take 1-localization sequences to 0-localization
sequences. More precisely, a functor
ι1X
op M−→ Sp






























is a 0-localization sequence in Sp.40
Remark 2.1.2. Because ι1Stidem is compactly generated, we can use [HSS17, Proposition 5.5(2)]
to see that Mot((Stidem)ω) is equivalent to the presentable stable category of additive motives of
[BGT13, Definition 6.1]. One could also define localizing motives over X to be the full subcategory
of Fun(ι1Xop,Sp) on those spectral presheaves that carry all bifiber sequences (i.e. 0-split 1-
localization sequences in the sense of §0.4.2) to 0-localization sequences.





for the adjunction in which the right adjoint is the defining inclusion and the left adjoint exists
by the adjoint functor theorem.







for the composite functor.










defines a 0-localization sequence in Sp.
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−−→ (PrR,st)1&2-op for the functor of spectral presheaves with respect to pullback, we
therefore have a diagram









in which Mot∗ denotes the functor of motives with respect to pullback. In particular, we have
adjoint functors
Mot(F ) := LY(ι1F
op)!RX ⊣ (ι1F
op)∗ =: Mot∗(F ) .
Observation 2.1.6. All four right adjoints in the commutative square (6) preserve filtered col-







Definition 2.1.7. The (2,1)-ary K-theory of a small stable 2-category X is
K(2,1)(X) := Mot(X)ω .
30








in which the first functor is that of Observation 2.1.6.
2.2 | Additive invariants
In this brief subsection, we discuss the notion of additive invariants of a stable 2-category.





is called a T-valued additive invariant of X if
• it preserves zero objects, and
• it takes 1-localization sequences in X to 0-localization sequences in T.
We denote by
AddT(X) ⊆ Fun(ι1X,T)
the full subcategory on the additive invariants.




is a Sp-valued additive invariant of St.
Remark 2.2.3. The functor
ι1X
LX−−→ Mot(X)
is the universal additive invariant of X: for any presentable stable category T, restriction along
LX defines an equivalence
FunL(Mot(X),T) ∼−→ AddT(X) .
2.3 | From motives to K-theory
In this subsection, we prove Theorem A.




determines a canonical equivalence
K(homX(A,B)) ≃ homMot(X)(LXA,LXB)
of spectra.
Remark 2.3.2. We expect that Theorem 2.3.1 can be upgraded to be more homotopy coherent,
at two levels. First of all, one can ask for naturality in the objects A,B ∈ X: this would
amount to an equivalence between flagged spectral categories with fixed space of objects ι0X.
Thereafter, one can ask for naturality in the variable X: this would amount to enhancing the
previous equivalence to a suitable functor ι1St2 → Fun([1], fCat(Sp)) that takes each X ∈ St2 to
the previous equivalence.
The following proof is patterned on the argument given in [HSS17, §5.4], which is itself closely
patterned on the proof of [BGT13, Theorem 7.13].












It is immediate that KB ∈ Mot(X) ⊆ Fun((ι1Xω)op,Sp), as homX(−, B) preserves zero objects and
1-localization sequences and ι1St
K
−→ Sp is an additive invariant (Example 2.2.2).
We claim that there is a canonical equivalence KB ≃ LXB in Mot(X). To see this, consider
the evident 1-localization sequence
const(B) −→ Path(S•B) −→ S•B
in Fun(∆op,Fun2-ex(Xop,St)), where Path(−) denotes the simplicial path object of a pointed sim-
plicial object. This is recorded by a functor ([1] × [1]) ×∆op → Fun2-ex(Xop,St), from which we
extract the composite functor
([1] × [1]) ×∆op Fun2-ex(Xop,St) ι1X
ι1Fun








and thereafter the composite functor
[1]× [1] −→ Fun(∆op,Mot(X))
|−|
−−→ Mot(X) ,




in a mild abuse of notation (because the constituents of S•B (and of Path(S•B)) need not be
representable). Noting that |LX(Path(S•B))| ≃ 0 (by an extra degeneracy argument) and that
|LX(const(B))| ≃ LX(B), we find that the exact sequence (7) records an equivalence
Σ(LXB) ≃ |LX(S•B)|
in Mot(X). From here, the equivalence KB ≃ LXB in Mot(X) follows from an identical argument to










3 | From 2-motives to secondary K-theory
In this section, we prove our two main results: Theorem B (that the hom-categories among
(2,1)-motives are (2,1)-ary K-theory categories) in §3.3 and Theorem C (that hom-spectra among
2-motives are secondary K-theory spectra) in §3.4. Leading up to these, we study (2,1)-motives
in §3.1 and (2,1)-additive invariants in §3.2.
3.1 | (2,1)-motives
In this subsection, we introduce the stable 2-category of (2,1)-motives and establish a localization
functor thereonto (Lemma 3.1.2).
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Definition 3.1.1. The (large) stable 2-category of (2,1)-motives is the full sub-2-category
Mot2,1 ⊆ Fun((ι2Stω2 )
op,St) (8)
on those functors that preserve zero objects, carry 2-localization sequences to 1-localization se-
quences, and take values in the full sub-2-category Stidem ⊆ St on the idempotent-complete stable
categories.







Moreover, the left adjoint L2,1 preserves compact objects.
Proof. We first show that the functor i is a right adjoint using Lemma A.2.14.
For this, we first show that ι1i is a right adjoint. First of all, it follows from Proposition B.1.8
and the fact that ι2Stω2 is small (by Lemma 1.1.5(3)) that ι1Fun((ι2St
ω
2 )
op,St) is presentable (and
in fact that Fun((ι2Stω2 )




for the full sub-2-category on those St-valued presheaves that preserves zero objects and carry
2-localization sequences to 1-localization sequences. Because zero objects and 1-localization se-






the adjunction obtained by applying Fun((ι2Stω2 )








in which it therefore remains to construct the dashed left adjoint. We claim that it is in fact a













we claim that the objects of Mot′2,1 are precisely those that are local with respect to the following
set of morphisms.
• First of all, we have the morphism
PfinSp(Yo(0St2)) −→ const0St .
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• Second of all, since ι2Stω2 is small, so is Fun([2], ι2St
ω
2 ), and so the 2-localization sequences
in ι2Stω2 form a (small) set. For each element of this set, using the notation from (4) as

























and take the canonical morphisms to their terminal terms from the pushouts of their re-
maining terms.
It is clear that being local with respect to the first morphism means that 0St2 is taken to 0St.
Thereafter, by Observation 1.2.5, being local with respect to the other morphisms is equivalent
to carrying 2-localization sequences to 1-localization sequences.
In order to show that i is a right adjoint, it remains to verify that Mot2,1 admits cotensors over
all small categories and that i commutes with these. First of all, by combining Propositions B.1.8
and A.3.7 with Lemmas A.2.14(2) and A.3.11, we find that Fun((ι2Stω2 )
op,St) admits cotensors
over any K ∈ Cat, computed by applying Fun(K,−) pointwise. Moreover, this preserves the zero
object, idempotent-completeness, and 1-localization sequences (the last by Observation 1.2.5).
The claim now follows from the fact that Mot2,1 ⊆ Fun((ι2Stω2 )
op,St) is a full sub-2-category.
Now, observe that the functor ι1i preserves filtered colimits. It follows that the adjunction
ι1L2,1 ⊣ ι1i is an ω-accessible localization of a presentable category. Thereafter, it follows from
Lemma A.4.8 that the left adjoint L2,1 preserves compact objects.
3.2 | (2,1)-additive invariants
In this subsection, we define (2,1)-additive invariants and prove that the functors Mot(−) and
K(2,1)(−) are such (Lemma 3.2.2).




is called a T-valued (2,1)-additive invariant if
• it preserves zero objects,
• it takes 2-localization sequences in St2 to 1-localization sequences in T, and
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• it preserves filtered colimits.








is a Stidem-valued (2,1)-additive invariant.
Proof. It is clear that Mot preserves zero objects. To see that it also preserves filtered colimits,








preserve filtered colimits (using Lemma A.3.5(3)), and that the extraction of zero objects and 1-
localization sequences commutes with filtered colimits in St2 because the objects 0St2 , 1Loc ∈ St
ω
2
are compact (the latter by Lemma 1.2.8).
To complete the proof, we show that Mot carries 2-localization sequences to 1-localization
sequences. For this, choose any 2-localization sequence (4) among small stable 2-categories. On









in PrL,stω , which we must show is a 1-localization sequence. As Pr
L,st
ω ⊆ Pr
L,st is a 1-full sub-
2-category, by Observation 1.2.14 it suffices to check that the sequence of adjunctions (9) is a
1-localization sequence in PrL,st. Thereafter, by Observation 1.2.13 (and using the notation of








in PrR,st is a 1-localization sequence. Clearly Mot∗(i)Mot∗(L) ≃ Mot∗(Li) ≃ Mot∗(0) ≃ 0, so it
remains to check that the middle sequence
Mot∗(L)Mot∗(j) ≃ Mot∗(jL) −→ idMot(Y) −→ Mot
∗(iR) ≃ Mot∗(R)Mot∗(i) (10)
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is a 0-localization sequence in end(Mot(Y)). For this it suffices to check that given an arbitrary
motive M ∈ Mot(Y), the evaluation
Mot∗(jL)(M) −→M −→ Mot∗(iR)(M) (11)
of the sequence (10) at M is a 0-localization sequence in Mot(Y). In turn, for this it suffices to
observe that the sequence (11) evaluates at an arbitrary object Y ∈ Y as the sequence
M(jL(Y )←− Y ←− iR(Y )) ,
which is a 0-localization sequence by the assumptions that M is a motive and (4) is a 2-localization
sequence.
Notation 3.2.3. We write ι2St2
L2,1











Remark 3.2.4. Evidently, the functor ι2St2
L2,1
−−→ Mot2,1 is a (2,1)-additive invariant. In parallel
with Remark 2.2.3, we expect that it is universal. However, this would rely on the assertion (which
we do not prove) that for a small 2-category C ∈ Cat2, the Yoneda embedding C→ Fun(Cop,Cat2)
is the free cocompletion in an appropriate 2-categorical sense.
Observation 3.2.5. The functor L2,1 preserves compact objects, being a composite of functors
that preserve compact objects (the last by Lemma 3.1.2).
3.3 | From (2,1)-motives to (2,1)-ary K-theory
In this subsection, we prove Theorem B.









Remark 3.3.2. In direct analogy with Remark 2.3.2, we expect that Theorem 3.3.1 can be
upgraded to be more homotopy coherent.
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:= K(2,1)(Fun2-ex(−,Y)) := Mot(Fun2-ex(−,Y))ω
of Fun((ι2Stω2 )
op,St). It is immediate that K(2,1)Y is in fact a (2,1)-motive, as Fun
2-ex(−,Y) evidently
preserves zero objects and 2-localization sequences and ι2St2
K(2,1)
−−−→ Stidem is a (2,1)-additive
invariant by Lemma 3.2.2. We note for future reference that the construction Y 7→ PY evidently


























of Lemma 3.1.2 and the assumption that X is compact, we have a natural equivalence
homMot2,1(L2,1X,L2,1Y) ≃ (L2,1PY)(X) .
To prove the theorem, it therefore suffices to show that the morphism u is the component at PY
of the unit of the adjunction (12). For this, we will show that for any (2, 1)-motive M ∈ Mot2,1 ⊆
Fun((ι2Stω2 )
op,St) and any morphism PY
α












is an epimorphism (because it is a componentwise
41Note that the adjunction (12) is ι1St-enriched, so that unenriched initiality implies enriched initiality (because
0St ∈ ι1St is the only stable category with a single equivalence class of objects).
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epimorphism), and so it suffices to prove that there exists a factorization







for every X ∈ Stω2 . As M(X) is idempotent-complete, it suffices to prove the following two claims,









(1) The functor αX carries the object
Σ∞+ Yo(0Fun2-ex(X,Y)) ∈ Fun(ι1Fun
2-ex(X,Y)op,Sp)fin
to the zero object of M(X).














−−−−−−→ Σ∞+ Yo(H) (14)
in Fun(ι1Fun2-ex(X,Y)op,Sp)fin comes equipped with a canonical nullhomotopy.
(2) The functor αX carries the composite (14) to a cofiber sequence in M(X).










Spfin ≃ P0St2 −→ PY
in Fun((ι2Stω2 )
op,St), whose component at X ∈ ι2Stω2 is the morphism
Spfin −→ PY(X) := Fun(ι1Fun
2-ex(X,Y)op,Sp)fin (15)












op,St) whose component at X ∈ ι2Stω2 is the morphism
Spfin −→M(X) (17)








In light of the equivalence
homFun(ι1Fun2-ex(X,Y)op,Sp)(P0St2 ,M) ≃ homMot2,1(L2,1(P0St2 ),M) ≃M(0St2) ≃ 0St ,
we find that the morphism (16) must be the zero morphism, so that the morphism (17) must be
the zero morphism, so that the object (18) must be the zero object.
We now turn to the second claim. A 1-localization sequence (13) in Fun2-ex(X,Y) is classified
by a functor
1Loc −→ Fun2-ex(X,Y) . (19)
This is recorded by a functor
[1]× [1] −→ ι1Fun2-ex(X,Y) , (20)

























αX(Σ∞+ Yo(L)) . (22)





−−−→ Fun2-ex(1Loc,Y) =: 1Loc(Y)
for the functor corresponding to the functor (19) (recall Lemma 1.1.5(2)). By Lemma 1.1.5(3), we
may write Y ≃ colimi∈I(Yi) for some filtered diagram I
Y•−→ Stω2 of compact stable 2-categories. By
Lemma 1.2.8, we obtain an equivalence 1Loc(Y) ≃ colimi∈I(1Loc(Yi)). Since X ∈ St2 is compact,










of Example 1.3.4(1), we find that 1Loc(Yi) ∈ St2 is compact, so that we may apply M to it.42
Now, in order to show that (22) is a cofiber sequence, we procure a lift
M(1Loc(Yi))




that selects a cofiber sequence in M(1Loc(Yi)). Indeed, applying M to the 2-localization sequence









in St (recall that M is 1-contravariant but 2-covariant). The middle 0-localization sequence in
42This argument would be slightly simplified by a theory of ind-extension for 2-categories.
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the 1-localization sequence (25) is the square
M((id ↓ 0) ◦ ev0) idM(1Loc(Yi))
0endSt(M(1Loc(Yi))) M((0 ↓ id) ◦ ev2)
(26)
in endSt(M(1Loc(Yi))). Let us consider the composite morphism αi : PYi → PY
α
−→M as an object
αi ∈M(Yi). Then, evaluating the square (26) at the object M(ev1)(αi) ∈M(1Loc(Yi)), we obtain
a 0-localization sequence (27) in M(1Loc(Yi)) that defines a lift (24), as desired.
M(ev0)(αi)
≃
M(ev1 ◦ (id ↓ 0) ◦ ev0)
≃
M((id ↓ 0) ◦ ev0)(M(ev1)(αi)) M(ev1)(αi)
0M(1Loc(Y)) M((0 ↓ id) ◦ ev2)(M(ev1)(αi))
≃




3.4 | From 2-motives to secondary K-theory
In this subsection, we (re)introduce secondary K-theory and 2-motives, and then we prove Theo-
rem C.
Definition 3.4.1. Let X ∈ St2 be a small stable 2-category. The secondary K-theory of X is
the spectrum
K(2) := K(K(2,1)(X)) .
Definition 3.4.2. We define the stable category of 2-motives to be
Mot2 := Mot(Motω2,1) ,
42
the category of motives over the small stable 2-category of compact (2, 1)-motives.








−−−−→ Mot(Motω2,1) =: Mot2 ,
where the first functor results from Observation 3.2.5.





































where equivalence (28) follows from Theorem 2.3.1 and equivalence (29) follows from Theo-
rem 3.3.1.
Remark 3.4.5. In parallel with Definition 3.2.1, let us say that a functor ι1St2
F
−→ T to a
presentable stable category is a T-valued 2-additive invariant if it preserves zero objects and
filtered colimits and takes 2-localization sequences to 0-localization sequences. In contrast with
Remark 3.2.4, we do not expect that the functor L2 of Notation 3.4.3 is the universal 2-additive
invariant. On the other hand, it is easy to construct a universal 2-additive invariant ι1St2
L′2−→












We do not know whether the hom-spectra in Mot′2 are also secondary K-theory spectra, i.e. (in




A | Some enriched category theory
We begin this section in §A.1 by laying out the conventions that we use throughout this pa-
per. Thereafter, we study a number of basic aspects of enriched category theory: co/limits and
adjunctions (§A.2), presentability (§A.3), compact generation (§A.4), and semiadditivity (§A.5).
A.1 | Conventions
In this subsection, we lay out the conventions regarding enriched and higher categories that we
use throughout this paper.
Convention A.1.1. Throughout, we use the “implicit ∞” convention. For instance, by “cate-
gory” we mean “∞-category” (meaning “(∞, 1)-category”), by “limit” we mean “∞-categorical
limit”, by “n-category” we mean “(∞, n)-category”, and so on.
Convention A.1.2. We use the foundations of category theory established in [Lur09, Lur17],
with which we assume a basic familiarity. We also use many of the notations and conventions
introduced there, albeit with a few exceptions – notably Notation A.1.7.
Convention A.1.3. We use the device of Grothendieck universes, using the terms “small”,
“large”, “huge”, and “massive” for convenience (rather than referring to implicitly chosen strongly
inaccessible cardinals). However, to avoid unnecessary repetition, we often merely state results
for “small” objects; those that make no reference to size issues will obviously apply to “large”
objects as well.
Remark A.1.4. We systematically omit routine higher-algebraic arguments that would clutter
exposition (e.g. the associativity asserted in Observation A.2.9).
Notation A.1.5. We use the notation ⊠ to refer to any otherwise-unspecified monoidal or
symmetric monoidal structure. Given an arbitrary monoidal category W, we may write ⊠W for
its monoidal structure and 1W for its unit object.
Notation A.1.6. Given a monoidal category (W,⊠), we write
Cat(W⊠)
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for the large category of small W-enriched categories [GH15].43 When the monoidal structure ⊠
is clear, we may simply write
Cat(W) := Cat(W⊠) .
We also write
Ĉat(W) := Ĉat(W⊠)
for the huge category of large W-enriched categories. We often use the term “W-category” to
mean “W-enriched category”.
Notation A.1.7. All constructions and concepts (hom-objects, co/limits, adjunctions, etc.)
should be understood to be “as enriched as possible”; we use additional notation when we wish
to to refer to unenriched notions. In particular, we write Cat for the large 2-category of small
1-categories, and we automatically consider stable categories as Sp-enriched. In general, given a
W-category C ∈ Cat(W) and objects X,Y ∈ C, we write
homC(X,Y ) ∈W
for the W-object of morphisms from X to Y . Furthermore, if we wish to specifically emphasize
W (e.g. when we are discussing multiple enrichments), we will write
homWC (X,Y ) := homC(X,Y ) .
There is a single exception, described in parts (6) and (7) of Observation A.1.12.44
Notation A.1.8. We use the notation ιk to denote the “maximal sub-k-category” of an n category
(for any 0 ≤ k ≤ n), in a way that will be given its full meaning by Definition A.1.13 (see also
Observation A.1.16). In particular, we write ι1Cat for the large 1-category of small 1-categories.
Notation A.1.9. We will be interested in categories enriched in a presentably symmetric monoidal
category. However, many of the basic definitions we give in this subsection apply to categories
enriched in an arbitrary monoidal category. We therefore write
V := (V,⊠) ∈ CAlg(ι1PrL)
43We generally suppress the distinction between W-enriched categories and “flagged” W-enriched categories (a.k.a.
“categorical algebras”), as it will not be relevant for us. For example, Observation A.1.12(7) actually describes the
symmetric monoidal structure on flagged V-enriched categories. The unique exception is the proof of Lemma A.4.7.
44Namely, we find it more convenient and more descriptive to write W and W for a monoidal category and its
self-enrichment, rather than writing U(W) and W respectively.
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for an arbitrary but fixed presentably symmetric monoidal category and
W ∈ Alg(ι1Cat)
for an arbitrary but fixed monoidal category. We use these same notations but include subscripts
when we wish to refer to multiple such objects.
Remark A.1.10. We comment on the two simplifying assumptions of Notation A.1.9: pre-
sentability and symmetry.
(1) Given a monoidal category W ∈ Alg(Cat), Day convolution makes its presheaf category
P(W) presentably monoidal, in such a way that the Yoneda embedding
W −֒→ P(W)
is monoidal – in addition to being fully faithful and limit-preserving as usual. It follows
that we obtain a fully faithful inclusion
Cat(W) −֒→ Cat(P(W))
from W-categories into P(W)-categories. Inasmuch as enriched category theory generally
makes reference to limits (but not colimits) in the enriching category, this implies that the
assumption that V be presentably monoidal entails no real loss of generality. Moreover, a
presentably monoidal category is canonically self-enriched, which provides notational sim-
plification (in contrast with the resulting enrichment of W over P(W)).
(2) In general, if W is (O ⊗ E1)-monoidal then Cat(W) is O-monoidal. In particular, if W is
symmetric monoidal then so is Cat(W). We will ultimately only be interested in categories
enriched in a symmetric monoidal category. As the general case requires some additional
care (e.g. regarding the handedness of co/tensors), we find it convenient to restrict ourselves
to the symmetric monoidal case.
Notation A.1.11. We will at times endow a category with multiple enrichments. These will
always be compatible: given a W0-category C ∈ Cat(W0) and a laxly monoidal functor W1 →W0,
we will write
CW1-enr ∈ Cat(W1)
for a chosen lift through the resulting functor
Cat(W1) −→ Cat(W0) .
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In this situation, we may also write
CW0-enr := C ∈ Cat(W0)
to emphasize the original enrichment.
Observation A.1.12. We collect a number of facts about enriched categories here from [GH15,
Hau16, Mac19, Hin20] that we use without further comment, establishing a number of further
conventions along the way.








between categories of enriched categories (given by applying G hom-wise). Moreover, Cat(G)
is a monomorphism if G is.













(3) Categories enriched in spaces are simply ordinary categories:





is laxly monoidal. We simply write
Cat(W) U−→ Cat(S) ≃ ι1Cat
for the functor Cat(homW(1W,−)), which we refer to as the underlying (unenriched)
category functor. We note that U(C) has the same space of objects as C; as a result, we
implicitly consider objects of C as objects of U(C). Note in particular that objects of C are
equivalent just when they are equivalent as objects of U(C).
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(5) Given a category I ∈ Cat and a W-category C ∈ Cat(W), we may simply write I→ C for a
morphism I → U(C) to the underlying category of C. In particular, this gives meaning to
the notion of an ordinary commutative diagram in an enriched category.
(6) As V is presentably monoidal, it admits an internal hom, and hence we can consider it as
self-enriched. We write
V := VV-enr ∈ Ĉat(V)
for this self-enrichment. Of course, we have V ≃ U(V).
(7) The fact that V is presentably symmetric monoidal implies that Cat(V) is also presentably
symmetric monoidal. Its symmetric monoidal structure (which, by abuse of notation, we
also denote by ⊠) is described by the formulas
ι0(C⊠D) := ι0C×ι0D and homC⊠D((C0,D0), (C1,D1)) := homC(C0, C1)⊠homD(D0,D1) .
It follows that Cat(V) also admits an internal hom. As a special case of (6), we write
Cat(V) ∈ Ĉat(Cat(V)) for this self-enrichment. We simply write
Fun(C,D) := homCat(V)(C,D) ∈ Cat(V)
for its internal hom.





Definition A.1.13. We define a 0-category to be a space:
ι1Cat0 := S .
We consider ι1Cat0 as a symmetric monoidal category via cartesian product. Thereafter, for any
n ≥ 1, we define a (small or large) n-category to be a (resp. small or large) category enriched in
small (n− 1)-categories:
ι1Catn := Cat(ι1Catn−1) := Cat(ι1Cat×n−1) and ι1Ĉatn := Ĉat(ι1Catn−1) := Ĉat(ι1Cat
×
n−1) .
We consider ι1Catn and ι1Ĉatn as symmetric monoidal categories via cartesian product.
Observation A.1.14. We use the following facts regarding Definition A.1.13 without further
comment.
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(1) Our definition of the 1-category of n-categories agrees with all definitions in the literature
[BSP20]. In particular, ι1Cat1 ≃ ι1Cat.
(2) For every n ≥ 0, ι1Catn is presentably symmetric monoidal (and in particular cartesian
closed) [Rez10].
(3) We have a canonical equivalence










Notation A.1.15. We write
Catn := ι1Catn ∈ ι1Ĉat(ι1Catn) =: ι1Ĉatn+1
for the self-enrichment of ι1Catn ∈ Cat.




of (k + 1)-categories. We use this fact without further comment.
Notation A.1.17. Given an n-category C ∈ Catn and any 0 < k ≤ n, we write Ck-op for the
n-category obtained by reversing the direction of its k-morphisms. In particular, we simply write
Cop := C1-op. Moreover, assuming that n ≥ 2 we write write C1&2-op := (C1-op)2-op ≃ (C2-op)1-op.
Definition A.1.18. Fix any 0 ≤ k ≤ n. Given an n-category C ∈ Catn, we say that a sub-n-










are equivalent (via the canonical map from the space of factorizations in ι1Catn to the space of
factorizations in ι1Catk). We refer to a 0-full sub-n-category simply as a full sub-n-category.






as follows: Pr stands for presentable, (−)L and (−)R stand for left and right adjoint functors as
1-morphisms, (−)st requires stability, and (−)ω requires compact-generation and functors that
preserve (not only colimits but also) compact objects. (So, in diagram (30), all horizontal mor-
phisms are 1-full and all vertical morphisms are 0-full.)
A.2 | Limits, colimits, and adjunctions
In this subsection, we establish a few basic results regarding co/limits and adjunctions in the
enriched context. Notably, we give criteria guaranteeing the compatibility of enriched and unen-
riched limits (Lemma A.2.11), and we characterize the unenriched adjunctions that arise from
enriched adjunctions (Lemma A.2.14).
Local Assumption A.2.1. In this subsection, we fix a category I ∈ Cat and V-enriched cate-
gories C,D ∈ Ĉat(V).
Definition A.2.2. For any functor I C•−→ U(C) in Ĉat(S) ≃ Ĉat to the underlying unenriched
category of C, its colimit and limit (if they exist) are objects
colimCI (C•) and lim
C
I (C•)
of C equipped with V-natural equivalences
homC(colim
C
I (C•), T ) ≃ lim
V
IophomC(C•, T ) and homC(T, lim
C
I (C•)) ≃ lim
V
I homC(T,C•)
in V for every T ∈ C.45
Remark A.2.3. In the enriched category theory literature, the notions given in Definition A.2.2
are referred to as conical co/limits: the special case of a weighted co/limit where the indexing
V-category is free on an unenriched category and the weight is constant at the unit object of
V. We omit the term “conical” because these are the only sorts of co/limits that we consider.
45Note that this is not circular, as limVI is merely a limit in V ∈ Ĉat.
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Moreover, in the case that C is a presentable V-category, there is no ambiguity (see Lemmas A.2.11
and A.3.5).46
Observation A.2.4. Let I C•−→ U(C) be a diagram. If limCI (C•) (resp. colim
C






(C•)), and moreover these limits (resp. colimits) agree.
Definition A.2.5.
(1) (a) The weak tensor of an object C ∈ C by an object V ∈ V is the copresheaf
V ⊙♭ C := homV(V, homC(C,−)) ∈ homĈat(U(C),S) .
If these copresheaves are corepresentable (in U(C)) for all V ∈ V and all C ∈ C, we
say that C admits weak tensors.
(b) The weak cotensor of an object C ∈ C by an object V ∈ V is the presheaf
V ⋔♭ C := homV(V, homC(−, C)) ∈ homĈat(U(C)
op,S) .
If these presheaves are representable (in U(C)) for all V ∈ V and all C ∈ C, we say
that C admits weak cotensors.
(2) (a) The tensor of an object C ∈ C by an object V ∈ V is the enriched copresheaf
V ⊙ C := homV(V, homC(C,−)) ∈ homĈat(V)(C,V) .
If these copresheaves are corepresentable (in C) for all V ∈ V and all C ∈ C, we say
that C admits tensors.
(b) The cotensor of an object C ∈ C by an object V ∈ V is the enriched presheaf
V ⋔ C := homV(V, homC(−, C)) ∈ homĈat(V)(C
op,V) .
If these presheaves are representable (in C) for all V ∈ V and all C ∈ C, we say that C
admits cotensors.
Observation A.2.6. Choose any C ∈ C and V ∈ V. If the tensor V ⊙ C is corepresentable in
C, then this object also corepresents the weak tensor V ⊙♭ C in U(C).47 Dually, if the cotensor
V ⋔ C is representable in C, then this object also represents the weak cotensor V ⋔♭ C in U(C).
46For any V-category C ∈ Ĉat(V), co/limits in C are also co/limits in U(C). However, the converse need not hold
in general.
47More generally, the weak tensor V ⊙♭ C is the underlying unenriched copresheaf of the tensor V ⊙ C, i.e. the
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In particular, if C admits co/tensors, then it admits weak co/tensors, and these objects coincide.
We may use this fact without further comment.
Notation A.2.7. In view of Observation A.2.6, if C admits all co/tensors, we use the notation
corresponding to which property we are using: co/tensors or weak co/tensors.
Remark A.2.8. As a partial converse to Observation A.2.6, if V
homV(1V,−)
−−−−−−−→ S is conservative,
then weak tensors are automatically cotensors.
Observation A.2.9. Suppose that C admits tensors. We then obtain an enriched bifunctor
V⊠ C
−⊙−
−−−→ C, which extends to an action of V ∈ Alg(Ĉat(V)) on C.
Remark A.2.10. It is not possible to weaken the assumptions of Observation A.2.9 to require
only weak tensors. Indeed, the bifunctor V× U(C) −⊙
♭−
−−−−→ U(C) fails to be associative in general.
Lemma A.2.11.
(1) Suppose that one of the following conditions holds.
(a) C admits weak tensors.




Then limits in U(C) compute limits in C, in the sense that whenever limU(C)
I
(C•) exists, so
does limCI (C•), and these limits agree.
(2) Suppose that one of the following conditions holds.
(a) C admits weak cotensors.




Then colimits in U(C) compute colimits in C, in the sense that whenever colimU(C)
I
(C•) exists,
so does colimCI (C•), and these colimits agree.
Proof. We prove only the first part, as the second is formally dual. Given a functor I C•−→ U(C)
such that the limit limU(C)
I
(C•) ∈ U(C) exists, we must show that this limit in U(C) is also a limit



















(C•))) ≃ limSIhomV(V, homC(T,C•)) (31)
≃ homV(V, limVI (homC(T,C•))) . (32)
Equivalence (32) follows from the universal property of the limit in V. Condition (1)a implies
equivalence (31) via the sequence of equivalences
homV(V, homC(T, lim
U(C)
I (C•))) ≃ homU(C)(V ⊙
♭ T, lim
U(C)





(using the universal property of the weak tensor). Meanwhile, condition (1)b implies equivalence












(V ⋔♭ C•)) (33)
≃ limSIhomU(C)(T, V ⋔
♭ C•) ≃ limSIhomV(V, homC(T,C•)) ,
(where equivalence (33) follows from the the assumption that weak cotensors commute with
limits).
Definition A.2.12. Given functors C F−→ D and C G←− D, an adjunction between F and G is a
V-natural equivalence
homD(F (C),D) ≃ homC(C,G(D))
















through the Yoneda embedding.
The following lemma will allow us to promote unenriched adjunctions to enriched ones.
Lemma A.2.14.
(1) Suppose that C and D admit weak tensors. Then a functor C
F
−→ D is a left adjoint if and
only if the following two conditions are satisfied:
(a) the functor U(C)
U(F )
−−−→ U(D) is a left adjoint, and
(b) the functor F commutes with weak tensors.
(2) Suppose that C and D admit weak cotensors. Then a functor C
G
←− D is a right adjoint if
and only if the following two conditions are satisfied:
(a) the functor U(C)
U(G)
←−−− U(D) is a right adjoint, and
(b) the functor G commutes with weak cotensors.
Proof. We prove the second part to shake things up a bit; the first part is formally dual. It is
clear that the conditions are necessary, so let us show that they are also sufficient. Let us write
g := U(G), and f ⊣ g for its left adjoint. Then, we have natural equivalences
homV(V, homC(C,G(D))) ≃ homU(C)(C, V ⋔
♭ G(D)) ≃ homU(C)(C,G(V ⋔
♭ D))
=: homU(C)(C, g(V ⋔
♭ D)) ≃ homU(D)(f(C), V ⋔
♭ D)
≃ homV(V, homD(f(C),D))
for any C ∈ C, D ∈ D, and V ∈ V. Hence, the claim follows from Observation A.2.13.
Observation A.2.15. In part (1) (resp. part (2)) of Lemma A.2.14, if C and D admit tensors
(resp. cotensors), then the second condition is equivalent to the condition that F commutes with
tensors (resp. that G commutes with cotensors).
A.3 | Presentable V-categories
In this subsection, we introduce presentable V-categories and study their basic features. No-
tably, we provide a recognition result (Lemma A.3.5), which among other applications leads to
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an adjoint functor theorem (Corollary A.3.6) and implies that Cat-valued presheaves form a pre-
sentable 2-category (Proposition A.3.7). Among other miscellany, we also prove that presentable
V-categories can be studied in unenriched terms (Theorem A.3.8).
Notation A.3.1. We write ⊗ for the symmetric monoidal structure on PrL: this is characterized
by the property that given C,D,E ∈ PrL, the datum of a colimit-preserving functor
C⊗D −→ E
is equivalent to that of a functor
C×D −→ E
that preserves colimits separately in each variable.48
Definition A.3.2. A V-category C ∈ Ĉat(V) is presentable if it admits tensors and moreover





for the subcategory whose objects are presentable V-categories and whose morphisms are (V-





ι1Catn−1 ⊆ Ĉat(ι1Catn−1) =: ι1Ĉatn
for the category of presentable n-categories.
Remark A.3.3. Definition A.3.2 may be rephrased as follows: writing Ĉat(V)⊙ ⊆ Ĉat(V) for the









among huge categories in which the left square is a pullback.
Example A.3.4. The self-enrichment V ∈ Ĉat(V) defines a presentable V-category.
Lemma A.3.5. Let C ∈ Ĉat(V) be a (possibly large) V-enriched category that admits tensors,
and suppose that U(C) ∈ Ĉat is presentable. Then, the following are equivalent.
48So, we obtain a laxly symmetric monoidal monomorphism (ι1Pr
L,⊗) →֒ (ι1Ĉat,×).
49To elaborate, this means that U(C) ∈ ι1Pr
L and furthermore that the functor V ×U(C)
−⊙−
−−−→ U(C) commutes
with colimits separately in each variable (so that it defines a morphism V ⊗ U(C) → U(C) in PrL).
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(1) The V-category C ∈ Ĉat(V) is presentable.





(3) Colimits in U(C) compute colimits in C.
Proof. That condition (1) implies condition (2) is immediate from the fact that tensors are weak




preserves colimits. That condition (2) implies condition (3) follows from Lemma A.2.11(2). To
conclude, it therefore suffices to show that condition (3) implies condition (2). So, choose any
I ∈ Cat, any diagram I C•−→ U(C), and any object V ∈ V. Assuming condition (3), we must show




♭ C•) −→ V ⊙♭ colim
U(C)
I (C•)












I (C•), T ))
≃ homV(V, limVIophomC(C•, T )) ≃ lim
S
IophomV(V, homC(C•, T ))
≃ limSIophomU(C)(V ⊙
♭ C•, T ) ≃ homU(C)(colim
U(C)
I (V ⊙
♭ C•), T ) .
Here are two important consequences of Lemma A.3.5.
Corollary A.3.6. Let C,D ∈ ι1Pr
L
V be presentable V-categories.
(1) A functor C
F
−→ D is a left adjoint if and only if it preserves colimits and tensors.
(2) A functor D
G
←− D is a right adjoint if and only if it preserves limits, cotensors, and
κ-filtered colimits for some regular cardinal κ.
Proof. This follows from combining Lemmas A.3.5 and A.2.14 and the unenriched adjoint functor
theorem.
Proposition A.3.7. Let B ∈ Cat2 be a small 2-category. Then, the functor 2-category Fun(B,Cat) ∈
Ĉat2 is presentable. Moreover, the action in ι1Pr
















Proof. The following facts result from [GHL20, Proposition 3.3.1].
• Applying [Lur09, Proposition A.3.7.6], we find that the category ι1Fun(B,Cat) ∈ Ĉat is
presentable.
• Passing through the Quillen equivalence between the projective and injective model struc-
tures and using [MG16, Theorem 2.1], we find that colimits in ι1Fun(B,Cat) are computed
pointwise.
• The 2-category Fun(B,Cat) ∈ Ĉat(ι1Cat) admits tensors (and hence weak tensors), and
these are given by pointwise product.
The claim now follows from Lemma A.3.5 (using its condition (2)).
We now show that presentable V-categories can be studied in unenriched terms.





resulting from Observation A.2.9 is an equivalence.
Proof. The functor is fully faithful by Lemma A.2.14, so it remains to show that it is surjective.
For this, fix any C ∈ ModV(ι1PrL), and let us denote its action by V⊗C
(−)·(−)
−−−−−→ C. Now, C admits
a canonical enhancement to a P(V)-enriched category CP(V)-enr via the formula
homCP(V)-enr(X,Y )(V ) := homC(V ·X,Y )
(which clearly respects composition). For any X,Y ∈ C this presheaf is representable by the
adjoint functor theorem, and so in fact CP(V)-enr lies in the subcategory
Ĉat(V) ⊆ Ĉat(P(V)) .
Directly from the definition, CP(V)-enr admits tensors, which on the underlying category C ≃
U(CP(V)-enr) recovers the given action of V on C. So indeed, the object CP(V)-enr ∈ ι1PrLV lifts the
object C ∈ ModV(ι1PrL).
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Notation A.3.9. We implicitly use the equivalence of Theorem A.3.8, without adding extra
notation. Specifically, for C ∈ ModV(ι1PrL), we write C for the corresponding presentable V-
category, U(C) for the underlying category thereof, and V⊗ U(C) −⊙−−−−→ U(C) for the action of V
in ι1PrL thereon.
We discuss change of enrichment for presentable enriched categories.
Observation A.3.10. Let V0
F
−→ V1 be a morphism in CAlg(ι1PrL), and write F ⊣ G for the















commutes (in which the equivalences are those of Theorem A.3.8).
(2) For any C ∈ Cat(V1), the tensor and cotensor of X ∈ CV0-enr by V ∈ V0 are respectively
given by the formulas
V ⊙X ≃ F (V )⊙X and V ⋔ X ≃ F (V ) ⋔ X
(as enriched co/presheaves).
(3) If G is fully faithful, then the tensor and cotensor of X ∈ (V1)V0-enr by V ∈ V0 are also
respectively given by the formulas
V ⊙X ≃ F (V ⊠G(X)) and V ⋔ X ≃ homV0(V,G(X))
(i.e. the object homV0(V,G(X)) ∈ V0 is in the image of G).
50 In particular, the self-
enrichment of V0 restricts to the self-enrichment of V1.51
We have the following enriched analog of the fact that presentable categories admit limits.
50More generally, even if G is not fully faithful we have that G(V ⋔ X) ≃ V ⋔ G(X) ≃ homV0 (V,G(X)) by
Lemma A.2.14(2).
51More precisely, the fully faithful inclusion Ĉat(V1)
Ĉat(G)




Lemma A.3.11. Let C ∈ ι1Pr
L
V be a presentable V-category. For any C ∈ C and any V ∈ V, the
composite
U(C)op V ⊙−−−−→ U(C)op
homU(C)(−,C)
−−−−−−−−−→ S (34)
is representable, and moreover it is the cotensor of C by V . In particular, C admits cotensors.
Proof. It is immediate that the composite (34) is the weak cotensor. Moreover, it is representable
by an object (V ⋔♭ C) ∈ U(C) by the adjoint functor theorem. So, it remains to check that this
weak cotensor is in fact a cotensor: that is, we must show that for any T ∈ C we have
homC(T, V ⋔
♭ C) ≃ homV(V, homC(T,C)) .
Applying homV(W,−) for an arbitrary W ∈ V, we find that
homV(W, homC(T, V ⋔
♭ C)) ≃ homU(C)(W ⊙
♭ T, V ⋔♭ C) ≃ homV(V, homC(W ⊙
♭ T,C))
≃ homV(V ⊙
♭ (W ⊙♭ T ), C) ≃ homV(V ⊙ (W ⊙ T ), C)
≃ homU(C)((V ⊠W )⊙ T,C) ≃ homU(C)((V ⊠W )⊙
♭ T,C)
≃ homV(V ⊠W, homC(T,C)) ≃ homV(W, homV(V, homC(T,C))) ,
as desired.
A.4 | Compactly generated V-categories
In this subsection, we study compact generation in the enriched context. Notably, we prove
that Cat(V) is compactly-generatedly symmetric monoidal if V is (Lemma A.4.7), and we es-
tablish a relationship between enriched and unenriched compactness in presentable V-categories
(Lemma A.4.8).




preserves filtered colimits. We write
Cω ⊆ C
for the full sub-V-category on the compact objects.
Remark A.4.2. The term “filtered” here refers only to filtered 1-categories and colimits there-
over; we do not contemplate any enriched notions of filteredness.
Observation A.4.3. Given an adjunction F ⊣ G in Cat(V), if G preserves filtered colimits then
F preserves compact objects.
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Definition A.4.4. We define the category of compactly-generatedly symmetric monoidal
(or simply cgsm) categories to be the subcategory
CAlg(ι1PrLω) ⊆ CAlg(ι1Pr
L) .
In other words, a presentably symmetric monoidal category is cgsm if it is compactly generated
and moreover its compact objects form a symmetric monoidal subcategory.
Example A.4.5. It follows from inductively applying Lemma A.4.7 below that the category
ι1Catn is cgsm.
Local Assumption A.4.6. In this subsection, we assume that our presentably symmetric
monoidal V is in fact cgsm.
Lemma A.4.7. Cat(V) is cgsm.
Proof. We use the notation of [GH15]. We first show that Cat(V) is compactly generated. First
of all, because V is compactly generated, we have that Cat(V) is generated by the objects
[n](V1, . . . , Vn) ∈ Cat(V) for [n] ∈ ∆ and Vi ∈ Vω. To show that these objects are compact,
we observe that











so it suffices to show that the objects [0]V, [1](V ) ∈ Cat(V) are compact for V ∈ Vω.
• We first show that the object [0]V ∈ Cat(V) is compact. It suffices to show that the object
E1V ∈ Algcat(V) is compact. For this, we observe that the functor
Algcat(V)
Algcat(homV(1V,−))−−−−−−−−−−−−→ Algcat(S) (35)
preserves filtered colimits because by assumption the object 1V ∈ Vω is compact. So, it
suffices to show that the object E1 := E1S ∈ Algcat(S) is compact. This follows from the
facts that it is the Segalification of a finite colimit of compact simplicial spaces and that the
Segalification functor preserves compact objects because its right adjoint preserves filtered
colimits. So indeed, the object [0]V ∈ Cat(V) is compact.
• We now show that the object [1](V ) ∈ Cat(V) is compact, where V ∈ Vω. Observe that for





[1](V )←− [0]V ∐ [0]V
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yields a morphism
homCat(V)([1](V ),C) −→ homCat(V)([0]V ∐ [0]V,C) ≃ (ι0C)
×2
in S, whose fiber over a point (X,Y ) ∈ (ι0C)×2 is the space
homV(V, homC(X,Y )) ∈ S .
Hence, the compactness of [1](V ) ∈ Cat(V) follows from the fact that the functor (35)
preserves filtered colimits.
So indeed, Cat(V) is compactly generated. Now, because [0]V ∈ Cat(V) is the unit object, to show
that Cat(V) is cgsm it remains to show that for any V,W ∈ Vω the object [1](V )⊠[1](W ) ∈ Cat(V)
is compact. This follows from the identification








in Cat(V) along with the observation that V ⊠W ∈ Vω is compact by the assumption that V is
cgsm.
Lemma A.4.8. Let C be a presentable V-category.
(1) Every compact object of C is compact in U(C).
(2) Suppose that for every pair of compact objects V ∈ Vω and C ∈ U(C)ω, the object (V ⊙♭C) ∈
U(C) is compact. Then every compact object of U(C) is compact in C.
Proof. We begin with part (1). Suppose that C ∈ Cω; we would like to show that C ∈ U(C)ω. To
do this, let I D•−→ U(C) be any filtered diagram; we then compute that
homU(C)(C, colim
U(C)
I (D•)) := homV(1V, homC(C, colim
U(C)
I (D•)))










≃ colimSIhomV(1V, homC(C,D•)) (39)
=: colimSIhomU(C)(C,D•) ,
where equivalences (36) and (38) follow from Lemmas A.2.11(2) and A.3.11, equivalence (37)
follows from the assumption that C ∈ Cω, and equivalence (39) follows from the fact that the
unit 1V ∈ V is compact.
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We now turn to part (2). Suppose that C ∈ U(C)ω; we will show that under the stated
assumption, for any filtered diagram I D•−→ U(C) we have a canonical equivalence
homC(C, colim
C




in V, i.e. that C ∈ Cω. To verify this equivalence, by Local Assumption A.4.6 it suffices to verify
the equivalence after applying homV(V,−) for arbitrary V ∈ Vω. Indeed, we compute that
homV(V, homC(C, colim
C
I (D•))) ≃ homU(C)(V ⊙













I homC(C,D•)) , (42)
where equivalences (40) and (42) follow from Lemmas A.2.11(2) and A.3.11, and (41) follows
from the assumption that V ⊙♭ C is compact in U(C).
Definition A.4.9. We say that a presentable V-category C is compactly generated if the action
V⊗ U(C) ⊙−→ U(C)
lies in ι1PrLω ⊂ ι1Pr
L. In other words, this is the requirement that U(C) is compactly generated
and that there exists a factorization










for the subcategory on the compactly generated V-categories, whose morphisms are those mor-
phisms in ι1PrLV that preserve compact objects.
Example A.4.10. By Local Assumption A.4.6, the self-enrichment V ∈ Cat(V) is compactly
generated.
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A.5 | Semiadditive V-categories
In this subsection, we study semiadditivity in the enriched context. This notion has some
particularly nice features when the enriching category V is itself semiadditive. Namely, in
this context we prove that semiadditive V-categories are equivalent to commutative monoids
(Lemma A.5.14) (leading to a semiadditive envelope functor (Proposition A.5.16)) and that semi-
additive V-categories form a semiadditive Cat(V)-category (Observation A.5.15).
Definition A.5.1. We say that a category C ∈ Cat is semiadditive if it admits finite products
and coproducts and these agree (the comparison map existing once the empty coproduct and
empty product agree). In this case, we refer to these finite products and coproducts as (direct)
sums. Given objects C,D ∈ C, we write C ⊕D ∈ C for their sum; we write 0C ∈ C for the zero
object (i.e. the empty sum).
Definition A.5.2. We say that a V-category C ∈ Cat(V) is semiadditive if U(C) ∈ Cat is
semiadditive and moreover C admits finite products and coproducts (which therefore agree by
Observation A.2.4).52 We write
Cat(V)semiadd ⊆ Cat(V)
for the subcategory on the semiadditive V-categories whose morphisms are those functors that
preserve finite sums. We also write
Cat(V)semiadd := (Cat(V)semiadd)Cat(V)-enr ⊆ Cat(V)Cat(V)-enr =: Cat(V)
for the 1-full sub-Cat(V)-category (in the evident sense) on the semiadditive V-categories and
finite-sum-preserving functors.
Observation A.5.3. Let V0
F
−→ V1 be a morphism in CAlg(ι1PrL) with right adjoint V0
G
←− V1.
52Clearly, taking V = S recovers Definition A.5.1.
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Local Assumption A.5.4. For the remainder of this subsection, we assume that V ∈ CAlg(ι1PrL)
is semiadditive.
Remark A.5.5. All of the material in this subsection directly generalizes material that is stan-
dard in the case that V = Ab.
Observation A.5.6. As the symmetric monoidal structure of V commutes with colimits sepa-
rately in each variable, in particular it commutes with direct sums separately in each variable.
We use this fact without further comment.
Observation A.5.7. In any V-category C ∈ Cat(V), finite products and coproducts coincide.
That is, if a finite coproduct exists then it is also a finite product, and conversely.
Definition A.5.8. In view of Observation A.5.7, we refer to finite co/products in a V-category
C ∈ Cat(V) as (direct) sums. Given objects C,D ∈ C, we write C ⊕D ∈ C for their sum, and
we write 0C ∈ C for a zero object if it exists.
Example A.5.9. The self-enrichment V ∈ Cat(V) is semiadditive.
Observation A.5.10. As sums can be detected diagramatically (in a way that can be upgraded
to V-enrichments via Yoneda), any morphism C→ D in Cat(V) automatically preserves any finite
sums that exist in C. In other words, the subcategory
Cat(V)semiadd ⊆ Cat(V)
is full (and not merely 1-full), and likewise the sub-Cat(V)-category
Cat(V)semiadd ⊆ Cat(V)
is full.
Observation A.5.11. Because Cat(V) is presentable, it admits finite products. These commute
with the passage to underlying groupoids (because the functor Cat(V) U−→ Cat commutes with








in V. It follows that pointwise sums in C×D are sums.
Observation A.5.12. We use the following facts about the zero object 0V ∈ V without further
comment.
(1) It admits a canonical structure of a commutative algebra object (with respect to ⊠V).
(2) Considered as an object 0V ∈ Alg(V), it is coempty: there are no morphisms out of it besides
its identity morphism.
(3) It is contagious under ⊠, because it is an empty colimit and ⊠ commutes with colimits
separately in each variable.
(4) It is its only module.
Observation A.5.13. An object of C ∈ Cat(V) is a zero object and only if its endomorphism
algebra is 0V ∈ Alg(V).
Lemma A.5.14. The functor
Cat(V)semiadd
C7−→(C,⊕)
−−−−−−→ CMon(Cat(V)) := CAlg(Cat(V),×)
given by equipping each semiadditive V-category with its induced commutative monoid structure
is an equivalence.
Proof. This functor is fully faithful by Observation A.5.10. So, suppose that (C,⊞) ∈ CMon(Cat(V)).
First of all, the unit morphism
ptCat(V) ≃ B0V −→ C
selects an object I ∈ C equipped with a morphism 0V → endC(I) of algebra objects of V, which
implies that I ∈ C is a zero object by Observation A.5.13. Thereafter, the unitality of ⊞ implies
that for any C ∈ C we have
C ⊞ 0C ≃ C ≃ 0C ⊞ C .
Now, for any C,D ∈ C, by Observation A.5.11 we have a composite equivalence
(C,D) ≃ (C ⊕ 0C, 0C ⊕D) ≃ (C, 0C)⊕ (0C,D)





in Cat(V) preserves sums by Observation A.5.10. It follows that we have a canonical composite
equivalence
C ⊞D ≃ (C ⊞ 0C)⊕ (0C ⊞D) ≃ C ⊕D
in C. So the commutative monoid structure ⊞ is canonically equivalent to ⊕ (and in particular,
C is semiadditive).
Observation A.5.15. It follows directly from Lemma A.5.14 that the Cat(V)-category Cat(V)semiadd ∈
Ĉat(Cat(V)) is semiadditive.







Moreover, this left adjoint is compatible with the symmetric monoidal structure of Cat(V), i.e. for











in Cat(V)semiadd is an equivalence.
Definition A.5.17. The left adjoint Env⊕V of adjunction (43) is called the (V-enriched) semi-
additive envelope.
Proof of Proposition A.5.16. It follows immediately from Lemma A.5.14 that Cat(V)semiadd is
presentable, and thereafter that the left adjoint Env⊕V indeed exists.
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In order to proceed, we first show that the weak cotensor of C ∈ Cat(V)semiadd by E ∈ Cat(V)
is given by the formula
E ⋔♭ C ≃ homCat(V)(E, fgt(C)) ∈ Cat(V) . (44)
First of all, this hom V-category is semiadditive by Lemma A.5.14 (along with the fact that prod-
ucts in Cat(V) compute products in Cat(V) by Example A.3.4 and Lemma A.2.11(1)). Thereafter,





















53Note that for any presentable category C, CMon(C) is an accessible localization of Fun(Fin∗,C).
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where equivalences (45) and (46) follow from Observation A.5.10.
We now verify the compatibility of Env⊕
V
with with the symmetric monoidal structure of
Cat(V). For this, we simplify our notation by writing L := Env⊕V and R := fgt. Then, for any
C ∈ Cat(V)semiadd we compute that




























≃ homCat(V)(E⊠ F, R(C))
≃ homCat(V)semiadd(L(E⊠ F),C) ,
where equivalences (47) and (49) follow from equivalence (44) and equivalence (48) follows from
Observation A.5.10.
Observation A.5.18. Proposition A.5.16 immediately upgrades Env⊕
V
to a morphism in CAlg(ι1PrL),
where we endow Cat(V)semiadd with the symmetric monoidal structure given by the formula
C⊠D := Env⊕
V
(fgt(C) ⊠ fgt(D)) .
Moreover, by Observation A.3.10(3), the tensor and cotensor of C ∈ Cat(V)semiadd by E ∈ Cat(V)
are given by the formulas
E⊙ C ≃ Env⊕
V
(E⊠ fgt(C)) and E ⋔ C ≃ homCat(V)(E, fgt(C)) ,
and the self-enrichment of Cat(V) restricts to the self-enrichment of Cat(V)semiadd.
Observation A.5.19. It follows from Proposition A.5.16 and Observation A.5.18 that if V is
cgsm then so is Cat(V)semiadd.
B | Some higher category theory
In this section, we show that stable 2-categories can be studied both in enriched terms (as
certain ι1St-enriched categories) as well as in unenriched terms (as certain 2-categories); this
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basic consistency check is established in §B.2. We begin with an analogous discussion of stable
1-categories in §B.1.
Remark B.0.1. Throughout this section (particularly in §B.2), we make an effort to use precise
notation even though it is somewhat cumbersome, because we find it to be clarifying. In particular,
we often include forgetful functors in our notation here that we may omit elsewhere in the paper.
B.1 | Stable categories
In this subsection we review some basic features of stable categories, as both a warm-up and
preparatory material for our study of stably-enriched 2-categories in §B.2. Notably, we estab-
lish the consistency check Lemma B.1.5 (of which the consistency check Proposition B.2.6 is a
categorification). We also prove that St-valued presheaves form a presentable 2-category (Propo-
sition B.1.8).
Notation B.1.1. We write St ⊆ Cat for the 1-full sub-2-category on the stable categories and
exact functors. We write Funex(C,D) ⊆ Fun(C,D) for the full subcategory on the exact functors
(i.e. the hom-category in St).
Notation B.1.2. We write ⊗ for symmetric monoidal structure on ι1St, whose unit object is
Spfin. This monoidal structure corepresents biexact functors: for stable categories C,D,E ∈ St,
an exact functor C⊗D → E is equivalent data to a functor C×D → E that is exact separately
in each variable.
Observation B.1.3. For C,D,E ∈ St, it is merely a condition for a functor C×D→ E to factor




−−−−→ C×D −→ E and D
(0,idD)
−−−−→ C×D −→ E
between stable categories to be exact.







taking a category C to its category PfinSp(C) of finite spectral presheaves (i.e. the smallest sta-
ble subcategory of Fun(Cop,Sp) containing the image of the composite C →֒ Fun(Cop,S)
Σ∞+
−−→








ι1Cat-enr := Ĉat(fgt)(ι1St) ∈ ι1PrLι1Cat =: ι1Pr
L
2 ⊂ ι1Ĉat2
as well as an adjunction






in ι1Ĉat2 (which recovers the adjunction (50) upon applying ι1Ĉat2
ι1−→ ι1Ĉat).
We have the following consistency check, that the two 2-categorical enhancements of ι1St —
that given in Notation B.1.1 and that of Observation B.1.4 — agree.





in ι1Ĉat2. In particular, Fun
ex(−,−) is adjoint to (−)⊗ (−).
Observation B.1.6. By Lemma A.3.11, (ι1St)ι1Cat-enr ∈ ι1PrL2 admits cotensors, and moreover
by Observation A.2.15 these commute with the right adjoint Cat
fgt
←− (ι1St)ι1Cat-enr. In other words,
for any K ∈ ι1Cat and any C ∈ (ι1St)ι1Cat-enr, we have a stable category K ⋔ C ∈ (ι1St)ι1Cat-enr
and an equivalence
fgt(K ⋔ C) ≃ K ⋔ fgt(C) =: Fun(K, fgt(C)) ∈ Cat .54
Proof of Lemma B.1.5. It is clear that the asserted factorization exists and is an equivalence on
underlying 1-categories. So, it remains to check that it induces an equivalence on hom 1-categories.
For this, let C,D ∈ ι1St be stable categories. For any K ∈ ι1Cat, we have the two inclusions









54In particular, the category Fun(K, fgt(C)) ∈ Cat is stable. (Of course, this can also be deduced directly.)
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where equivalence (52) (as well as the existence of the weak cotensor K ⋔♭ D ∈ (ι1St)ι1Cat-enr)
follows from Observation B.1.6. Now, the inclusion (54) is of the subspace on those functors
K
F
−→ Fun(C,D) such that for all K ∈ K the functor C
F (K)
−−−→ D is exact. On the other hand, the
inclusion (53) is of the subspace on those functors C G−→ Fun(K,D) that are exact, and these are
characterized by the requirement that for all K ∈ K the composite C G−→ Fun(K,D)
evK−−→ D is
exact. Thus these inclusions are of the same subspace.
Observation B.1.7. The 1-category ι1St ∈ ι1Ĉat is semiadditive. Hence by Example A.5.9,
ι1St ∈ Ĉat(ι1St) is semiadditive. Now, by Observation A.5.3 and Lemma B.1.5, we find that
St ≃ (ι1St)ι1Cat-enr ∈ ι1Ĉat2
is semiadditive.
Proposition B.1.8. For any small 2-category B ∈ Cat2, the 2-category Fun(B,St) ∈ Ĉat2 is
presentable.
Proof. Let us write ι1B
i
−֒→ B for the inclusion. Because the functor St
fgt








in Ĉat2. We first claim that the pullback square ι1(55) in Ĉat lies in ι1PrR. By Proposition A.3.7,
the category Fun(B,Cat) is presentable, and clearly
ι1Fun(ι1B,St) ≃ Fun(ι1B, ι1St) and ι1Fun(ι1B,Cat) ≃ Fun(ι1B, ι1Cat)








where the vertical left adjoint exists by [GHL20, Proposition 3.3.1] (see also [GHL20, Remark
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3.3.4]) and the horizontal left adjoint exists by Observation B.1.4. Now, passing to left adjoints in
the pullback square ι1(55) in ι1PrR yields a pushout square in ι1PrL. We claim that this is in fact
a pushout square in Modι1Cat(ι1Pr
L), i.e. that the left adjoints in diagram (56) are ι1Cat-linear.55
The ι1Cat-linearity of the horizontal left adjoint ι1Fun(ι1B,PfinSp) follows from Observation B.1.4,
while the ι1Cat-linearity of the vertical left adjoint i! follows from Lemmas A.3.11 and A.2.14. So,
the claim follows from Theorem A.3.8.
B.2 | Stably-enriched 2-categories
In this subsection we study stably-enriched 2-categories; the primary output is the consistency
check Proposition B.2.6.
Definition B.2.1. A 2-category is called stably-enriched if its hom-categories are stable and
its composition bifunctors are biexact (which is merely a condition by Observation B.1.3). Given




is 2-exact if for all A,B ∈ X the functor
homX(A,B) −→ homY(FA,FB)
between stable categories is exact (i.e. it lies in St ⊆ Cat). We write
Cat(St) ⊆ Cat2
for the 1-full sub-3-category of small stably-enriched 2-categories and 2-exact functors.56 Given
stably-enriched 2-categories X,Y ∈ Cat(St), we write
Fun2-ex(X,Y) := homCat(St)(X,Y) ⊆ Fun(X,Y)
for the 2-category of 2-exact functors between them.
Observation B.2.2. By Observations B.1.7 and A.5.7, if X ∈ Cat(St), then finite products and
coproducts in X agree (so that we refer to them as finite sums). Moreover, by Observation A.5.10,
2-exact functors automatically preserve finite sums.




L admits a right adjoint (using that ι1Pr
L is closed
symmetric monoidal) and so preserves colimits.
56Note that this is not quite an instance of Notation A.1.6, which only applies to monoidal 1-categories (as
opposed to monoidal 2-categories).
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Observation B.2.3. The functor
Cat(ι1St)
Cat(ι1fgt)
−−−−−−→ Cat(ι1Cat) =: ι1Cat2
is a monomorphism in ι1Ĉat (using Observation B.1.3 and the fact that ι1St
ι1fgt
−−−→ ι1Cat is a
monomorphism in ι1Ĉat). It follows that Cat(St) ⊆ Cat2 is the 1-full sub-3-category generated by
the image of the composite functor
Cat(ι1St)
Cat(ι1fgt)
−−−−−−→ Cat(ι1Cat) =: ι1Cat2 −֒→ Cat2 ,
and moreover that we have an equivalence of categories
ι1Cat(St) ≃ Cat(ι1St) .
Observation B.2.4. The categories ι1Cat2 and ι1Cat(St) participate in an adjunction







(using the equivalence of Observation B.2.3). Moreover, the left adjoint Cat(PfinSp) defines a mor-
phism in CAlg(ι1PrLω) by Lemma A.4.7. By Theorem A.3.8 and Observation A.3.10(1), we obtain
objects
ι1Cat(St) ∈ ι1PrLι1Cat(St) and (ι1Cat(St))
ι1Cat2-enr := Ĉat(Cat(fgt))(ι1Cat(St)) ∈ ι1PrLι1Cat2 =: ι1Pr
L
3 ⊂ ι1Ĉat3
as well as an adjunction







in ι1Ĉat3 (which recovers the adjunction (57) upon applying ι1Ĉat3
ι1−→ ι1Ĉat).
Notation B.2.5. We write ⊗ for the symmetric monoidal structure on ι1Cat(St) ∈ ι1PrLι1Cat(St)
that results from Observation B.2.4.
We have the following consistency check, that the two 3-categorical enhancements of ι1Cat(St)
– that given in Definition B.2.1 and that of Observation B.2.4 – agree.
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in ι1Ĉat3. In particular, Fun
2-ex(−,−) is adjoint to (−)⊗ (−).
Observation B.2.7. By Lemma A.3.11, (ι1Cat(St))ι1Cat2-enr ∈ ι1PrL3 admits cotensors, and more-
over by Observation A.2.15 these commute with the right adjoint Cat2
Cat(fgt)
←−−−−− (ι1Cat(St))ι1Cat2-enr.
In other words, for any K ∈ ι1Cat2 and any C ∈ (ι1Cat(St))ι1Cat2-enr, we have a stably-enriched
category K ⋔ C ∈ (ι1Cat(St))ι1Cat2-enr and an equivalence
Cat(fgt)(K ⋔ C) ≃ K ⋔ Cat(fgt)(C) =: Fun(K,Cat(fgt)(C)) ∈ Cat2 .57
Proof of Proposition B.2.6. It is clear that the asserted factorization exists, and it is an equiva-
lence on underlying 1-categories by Observation B.2.3. So, it remains to check that it induces
an equivalence on hom 2-categories. For this, let X,Y ∈ ι1Cat(St) ≃ Cat(ι1St) be stably-enriched
2-categories. For any K ∈ ι1Cat2, we have the two inclusions









where equivalence (59) (as well as the existence of the weak cotensor K ⋔♭ Y ∈ (ι1Cat(St))ι1Cat2-enr)
follows from Observation B.2.7. Now, the inclusion (61) is of the subspace on those functors
K
F
−→ Fun(X,Y) such that for all K ∈ K the functor X
F (K)
−−−→ Y is 2-exact. On the other hand,
the inclusion (60) is of the subspace on those functors X G−→ Fun(K,Y) that are 2-exact, and




evK−−→ Y is 2-exact. Thus these inclusions are of the same subspace.
The following result was used in the proof of Proposition B.2.6.
Lemma B.2.8. Let K,Y ∈ Cat2 be 2-categories, and suppose that Y is stably-enriched.
57In particular, the 2-category Fun(K,Cat(fgt)(C)) is stably-enriched.
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(2) For any F,G ∈ Fun(K,Y), the functors
homFun(K,Y)(F,G)
evK−−→ homY(F (K), G(K)) (62)
are (exact by part (1) and) jointly conservative (taken over all K ∈ K).
Proof. Part (1) follows from Observation B.2.7 (and its evident naturality in the variable K). So,
we turn to part (2). By part (1), it suffices to show that for any α ∈ homFun(K,Y)(F,G) ∈ St, if
evK(α) ∈ homY(F (K), G(K)) ∈ St is zero for all K ∈ K then α is zero. So suppose that evK(α)
is zero for all K, and consider the morphism
0homFun(K,Y)(F,G) −→ α (63)
in homFun(K,Y)(F,G). Applying evK , we obtain a morphism
0homY(F (K),G(K)) ≃ evK(0homFun(K,Y)(F,G))
evK(63)
−−−−−→ evK(α) .
By assumption, this is an equivalence for all K ∈ K. It follows from Lemma B.2.9 that the
morphism (63) is likewise an equivalence.
The following result was used in the proof of Lemma B.2.8.










in B is invertible.
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Proof. The “only if” direction is immediate, so we address the “if” direction.
By Yoneda, we have a fully faithful embedding B →֒ Fun(Bop,Cat), and so by adjunction we
get a fully faithful embedding
Fun(A,B) −֒→ Fun(A,Fun(Bop,Cat)) ≃ Fun(A×Bop,Cat) .
Unwinding the definitions, we see that this reduces us to the case that B = Cat (i.e. we may
replace A by A×Bop and B by Cat).






of [GHL20, Theorem 1]. Using Proposition A.3.7, we see that the 2-morphism ϕ is equivalently
specified by a 1-morphism
[1] ⊙ Gr(F ) ≃ ([1] ×A)×A Gr(F ) ≃ [1] × Gr(F )
ϕ
−→ Gr(G)
in coCartinnA , and it is invertible if and only if this factors through the projection [1] × Gr(F )
π
−→
Gr(F ). Observe that the morphism π admits a right adjoint πR in coCartinnA (in fact it admits both
adjoints). The unit gives a comparison morphism ϕ→ ϕπRπ in homcoCartinn
A
([1]×Gr(F ),Gr(G)) ∈
Cat, which is an equivalence if and only if it is so for each object of [1]×Gr(F ) by [Mac20, Lemma
2.4.8]. This proves the claim.
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